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STRANGE KLEPTOMANIA
IF THE STORY IS TRUE
HORSE STEALING
MAY BE HIS CRAZE
John Isbell Recognized B
Owner of Rig
%aid to Have Been Sent l'p Erosn
Bowling Green for Shutter
tlffeuate
CHASED HERE FROM HICKMAN.
Has Paducah produced a freak In
the line of. kleptomaniacs'
If the story told by T. J. McGow-
an of Bowling Green, concerning
John IFbell Is true, Hie old soldier is
unable to control his passion for oth.
Sr people's horses and he has done
time in the prisons of three states.
Mr MacGowan states Positively that
the aged prisoner has done time In
Kentucky.
.McOowan,of She firm of leineip
bell & McGowan, Howling Omen. who
laad John Isbell arrested bare for
soiling a horns and buggy, which be
Is alleged to have run away with from
Bowling Green, came te Paducah
this morning to claim the property.
Mynovsan recognizet Isbell. a
mail whomsays , he 
w 
sent up from
Howling Green once before for the
same offense. It seems that tbe aged
Cripple has a manta for *timeline
horses and buggies. He drove o te
from Hickman to Livingston county,
several moult)* ago and It was re-
covered only after the hardest chase.
Some thin& !obeli is not mental*
sound
Likes Jereatucki Prison.
Mr. Mace:Iowan said today:
"Isbell was not recognized at the
stable when he called for a horse, or
A, would not have secured one. He
represented that a party in the
country owed him some money and
be wished to collect it. He took the
horse, and that was the last we saw
of it until I !destined it today at
the stable where be had disposed of
It and the rig for $45.
"Isbell was sent tip from Bow-
ling Greee 17 years ago. He Is 71
years old and hears bullet wounds.
He is parliailv paralyzed and crip-
pled. I have heard him say that at
Bowling Green that he liked the
Kentucky prison better tnan the
prisons of either Texas or Tennes-
He has a sister living in Living-
ston county. Several months ago !s
bell was tracked from Hickman
county into Livingston county with
a rig which he had secure& in the
same manner as the one he sold
here.
Isbell was uncommunicative. In
the jail be said, when MacGowan's
story was related to him:
"Well. I guess he knows."
"'Were' you ever In prison in Ten-
nessee or Texas?" he was asked.
"That Is for you to find out," he
replied
"Were you ever in preen In Ken-
tucky
"That will all come nut at the
trial."
"Where did you
"I don't know."
He refused to talk except in ans-
wer to questions,
get the horse?"
1.'01-11 FleiGERS CUT OFF
Caught in Grooving Machine and
Torn Open.
Lacy Hall, of 1114 South Eighth
street, had four fingers cut off his
left hard in a grooving machine at
the Paducah Furniture factory's
plant yesterday afternoon at 2
o'clock. His -thumb was split open.
It was necessary to administer
chloroform in the operation, which
was performed by Dr. Frank Boyd.
festoon (looted on Warrant.
The selmin of Fel Sears and Will
Sweeney at Norton and Third streets
was eased today on a diatress warrant
termed from Magletrate. 0. W. 1)m-
ery'seotirt on complaint of Friedman,
Keller & company, for a debt of $56.
It is understood the saloon is to be
peaced hi other's bends and will be
restocked and made tip-to-date. Con-
stable James Flournoy served the
',41,aiel.:4ei.00stessowalesuissatla.1.a
Comparisona with the same month for tea years hack, .how Oust
the prtetent rime in the river here is altogether 411111Ssuati. All it
night the rain 111111c down steadily, arse heavy rains in the upper Cum
berthing' anil Tennesseee rivers, foretell a still higher rke in•re, prob-
ably higher thaw ever hefore. The stage is 23.5.
The following comparisons are for November 21 for ten years:
11405-stage, 7. Rainfall for thr month, 5.05.
1904--eatagr, less* than 1 foot. Ritinfall, .20.
1903-miage. 2.4, .Rainfall for the month, 1.701,
mug-stage, 2.0.. Rainfall for the month, 5.92.
11101-rdage, lei. Rainfall for the month, email.
I900-stage, 3.3. Rainfall for the th, 6.53.
1$000--etage, 2.1. Rainfall for the (Ii, 2.0
11198-stage, 15.8. Rainfall for the month, 1.17.
181117-"eitelte, 1.8- Rainfall for the IN 5.74.
In many ways thin year has been remarkable. Morr boats have
been able to run year round anal the risers have held up better than
ever ha-forte The rise in the first three day% of this eeek !mailmen,
13.2 feet. Three inches of rain lune fallen up to this morning.
:
tf;*
Train Lost Somewhere On Plains
And Passengers May Be Freezin
Colorado Springs, Nov. 21.-
Some where on the plains of easter!
Colorado a Min Is lost and the pas-
sengers may be suffering for food.
Wires between hers and Goodland,
Kansas, are kept hot In an effort to
locate the train but the citadels have
no knowledge of its whereabouts.
The trait' left Chicago Monday night
with approximately 200 passengers.
PIPE SMOKERS AGAINST IT.
Increase of 50 Per Cent in Price of
Briars.
New York, Nov. 21.-Advines front
London say that smolosra of pipes are
threatened with an Increase of 50 Per
cent. In the prim at tilers. This le
owing to a combination of cireum-
stances. The chief cause Is strikes
In two of the great pipe-making dim
t Meta, St. Claude, France, and Noretn-
berg. Germene, which have practle-
ailY stopped tte output for three
months. There has also been a scar-
city of good briar in Italy, which pro-
duces the best roots. •
Girl on Rear Platform.
Wahash Ind., Nov. 21.-Waiting
until the fast mail train bad started.
in order to remain with her friends.
Miss Edith MillIron, a prominent so-
ciety girl of Logansport, stepped up-
on the rear paltform of the last
coach with her suit earn in hand.
Waving a final salute, she turned to
find the door locked, and she was
standing in the cold upon a narrow
step, 1he train, gaining a fearful
speed at Peru, the next stop, Opera-
tor Modecker, who was standing on
the platform, saw her peril, and.
rushing to the wire, sent a message
to Hartman's station, ordering the
train stopped. She was rescued, al-
most helpless from fright and ex
butposure and could have held on
a few minutes longer.
Well Known Banker Die's.
Hawesville, Ky., Nov. 21.-Ike
Adair, one of the beet known hankers
and bank organizers in this section
of Kentucky, died this morning at
Fordeville of pnentnonla, *Her a
short illness. Mr. Adair ales cashier
of the bank et Fordsville at the time
of his death. Ile Is survived by two
brothers and three sisters, one of
Whom to at present postmaster at
ila wearies:. Mr. /eclair annealed In the
organization of the South Louisville
bank, In Louisville.
Mme, Calve's Romance,
Paris, Nov. 21-At-cording to a
leery printed here, Mme. Emma Calve
the prime donna, Is engaged to be
married to a blind American mil44on-
aire. The Amerksan, who is well
known in New York and Paris, has
worshiped the diva ever since be fl-rest,
heard her sing Carmen in the Ameri-
can metropolis several years ago. He
followed the singer wherever she went
on operatic tours, He never dared
approach her. His love remained un-
declared until a remarkable a !Mon
disclosed the diflecuR wooer to the
prima donna.
Steamers Go Aground.
Cleveland, Nov. 21.-Two freighl
steamers and barge- went nithore off
Cleveland the' morning. The lake is
not rough and the crews are sell
aboard. It is believed their beiartnes
warrant, were lost in the heavy fog.
GOOD MEETING
HELD AT THE BROADWAY METH-
OMNI' CHURtel TODAY.
County Runday echisol Convention to
leosclude With the seseation
Tonight,
The McCracken county Sunday
'school touventieu held its meetings to-
day at the lircuidwiiy Methodist
church on program echedue. Mr. E
A. Fox and Mr. W. J. Vauipbau ar-
rived from Holikilstelelhe wlse'e'they 
a meeting yesterday. Much In-
terest is evinced in the meeting, SW,
peclielly with the weather in its press-
Des state. The subjects are handled
with Interest and the speakers are
alive and enthusiastic.
This evening's program es:
7:30 --- Devotional, Rev. D. C
Wright,
7:45 - The Teacher's Personal
Equipment, E. A. Fox
8:15 - The Organized Sunday
School Work W. J. Vaughan
8:45-OfferIng.
9:00-Adjournment,
Throws Child Into Sea.
New York, Nov. 21.--Suffering
from what Is believed to have been
temporary insanity Rosa Noegle. a
Swiss nurse, grasped Aaron Cluvow-
ski. 1 year old, from a group of chil-
dren at play on a deck of the steamer
Nieuw Amsterdam. when the stripwas
In mid-ocean Thursday and threw
him overboard. Ifie was drowned.
BISHOP TIGHT
MRS THIS MORNING AFTER A
WEEK'S ILLNiete4.
Chicken Bone in His Throat Causea
Aherne to Which He Finally -
Succumb*.
Tulea, I, T., Nov, 21.--Blehop John
J. Tigert, Methodist Episcopal ehurch
south, of Loeletvilie, died here this
morning after a week's Illness.
Troops nemesia:41 at Onee.
Wesh.I tag t on . Nov. 21.-Seere tate'
Taft announced this morning that be
had ordered an immediate executers
of the presidential order dismissing
the neves troops In Texas. This ac-
tion was taken, he said, when he re-
turned. to Washington and learned
that President Roosevelt had declared
he would not reconsider the eau,
There le only one kind of •
news/wiper eircuintion etaitement
that Is north any confederation
and that is the daily detsiled
statement. The Kan is the only
Paducah paper printing such a
statement.
'TOOK EVERY CENT
FROM THE DRAWER
Night Man At Depot Lunch
Stand Absconds.
His First Night on Duly 'Seta Him
Twenty-Five Dollars and lie
Iseeves.,
SEEN TO LEAVE FOR NIEMPHIN.
After loollog the cash drawer of
every cent of money It held, and leav-
ing the Lunch unguarded, W. 11 Hor-
ner, of Memphis, left the city on
train No, 101, last night presumably
for Memphis. It was his arse eats+
Ise night man at the eine! 4t..IIIkt It.'
took, It Is thought, leasing the
stock untouched.
A. 0. Neer, mapager of the depot
lunch stand, wart roused from his
slumber,' by telephone last night at
11:35 o'clock. He was Informed that
his night men had left the stand with
no one In charge. Unable to under-
stand the situation Neff dressed and
Went to the depot.
The mesh drawer stood open and
empty. He looked In the kitchen de-
partment, but Horner was sot there.
tie realized that be had beeo robbed
and immedistety notate's, Patrolman
Ferguson anal Patfeilinati CG-rIc'. 1)01:-
ner had gone from the city 'by- that
time Efforts are being made to
catch tine
The lunch stand is operated by the
National Hotel company of (hiesem.
!Joyner came recommended as an ex-
perienced lunch stead man. Depot
attaehes saw Horner board the train,
but thougtt he waits going In on busi-
ness'.
JEWELRY
IS !STOLEN 11100
W tea) N eles WA
Package Valued at Menet)
Ise bill W Altini-Jevi••ler
feeble-1e
Chicago, Nov. 21.-- package of
jewelry valued at $1.0,0-00, WAS stolen
front the Wells-Fargo Expresso corn-
Melee wagon today in the downtown
district. The package was given to
men on the wagon. When the time
came to deliver it no trace of the
parcel WISP found. At the !same time
detectives are looking for a man who
held up and robbed Marcus Spronse,
a jeweler, of $10,0410 worth of jew-
elry.
POISON
USED BY lessyrisinED HUS-
BANDS AND WIVES.
.temitic Found in Stomachs' of Thir-
teen Exhumed lloalie*---ilany
Arrests.
Budapest, Nov. 21. --An epidemic
of poisoning was brought to light in
the village of Knot. All Hunger's, is
aroused by the disclosures. Investiga-
tions show that, probably a score of
'le-mated husbands and wives were
murdered by dissatisfied life part-
ners. Anonymous information fur-
nished the authorities led to the ex-
huming of 25 bodies. Arsenic was
found in the stomachs of 13 corpses.
emir women and nine men were ar-
rested, charged with murdering their
consorts.
ellAPT 'MAURY IN SOUTH REND
Grand Jury is to Investigate' Moral
Conditions in the City.
South Bend, Ind , Nov. 21.-- The
moral conditions of South Bend are
'o be investigated by the grand jury
If intimations which have leaked oui
at the court house count for anything
The decision was led up to by *pas-
modic efforts of Meyer Fogarty to-
ward reforming the city. It is siald
that pollee officers and Other official,
are to be platted on the rack and com-
pelled to answer questions which may
reuse the indictment at membero of
the department Others who are said
to be slated for the carpet are Pre-
Peietors of saloons, resorts awl ste m-
belie Jens.
PADUCAH ON AN ISLAND
IN A LAKE OF BACKWATER
LIVELY RUNAWAY Railroad Schedules Smashed
ALONG BROADWAY And N. C. St. L. Has
Stopped Traffic
Brings Ruin to Vehicle And
indfall to Iiandos
Woodland 'miry Wagon Horses Be-
comic. Frightened and Run Until
a House stops Them.
C.VISE CONSIDERABLE IllelAGE.
Frightened by a flying piece of Pa-
per about 9 o'clock this morning, a
team of horses belonging to J. B
Cooper, and attached to the Woodland
dairy wagon, dashed tip Fourth etreet
and ouk Broadway, wreokIng two bug-
gies belonging to Frank Boone and
Paul Legeay, and demolished the
milk cans, spilling nine galena of
milk and scattering among a crowd
of greedy street gapunons eenedulistre
in small changer Thee/ turned Into
Fifth etreet and brought up against
tile Hon. Charles K. Wheeler's real-
silence at Fifth street anal Kentucky
avenue.
Mr. Cooper left his team standing
la front of W. C. Gray's saloon while
he delivered milk.
Frank Ronne and Patti ',Tea)"
were driving towards the river. The
torn up condition of Rroadway made
both erivers "hug" the curb, lagellY
was ahead of liSSOOP John O'Hers.
colored, was driving Boonels horse.
When the milk wagon turned into
Broadway .coming etrafight for the
two buggies, Legisay tried to drive
onto the pavement but was too late
The heavy in Ilk wagon struek eis
-hafts and broke them, freeing It Is
horse Iggeay empirel omit and held
his horse, preventing it running away.
Bonne did not Pee the runamses
ante lamely jumpee out. Ha. dld
likewise lite the milk wagon demol-
ished the rear wheel of his buggy and
knocked it into the middle of the
pavement.
The team pulling the mei( wagon
went into the excavation made for
the &outside ear tracks. Cans flew out
and with them the each drawer.
Dimes and nickleas fieettered in every
direction and street earning soon were
picking them up in eager baste. The
horses turned, after throwing out the
driver's chair and two cans. into
Fifth street. They failed to make the
turn at Kentucky avenue and ran
across the pavetneet.eenal into the
Yard of Hon. Charles K. Wheeler.
The house stopped them. The wagon
wheel was damaged, the singletree
broken, and one of the horses suffered
eona bruised nose which came in
tact with the wall.
AT SAN JUAN
ROOSEVELT 18 GREETED WITH
FLAGS AND ENTHUSIASM.
Crowd. From Surrounding Country
Go to City to See President
Arrive.
San Juan, Nov. 21.- President
Roosevelt arrived this morning and
was received on eandIng by Governor
Winthrope and other prominent in-
sular officiate. The town Is profusely
decorated In the president's honor
and 'crowded with people from the
surrounding country eager to greet
President Roosevelt.
Mrs. Frank R. Stockton.
Washington, Nov. 21.-Mrs. Frank
R. Stockton, widow of the novelle,
died at - her home in the city at 10:30
o'clock last night.
WEATHER - Threatening
with shoe-eras and introng smell
wines this afternoon and lollight.
Thursday probably fair, riskier.
The higheet temperature feesieheal
yeah-v.4*y Was 61 and the lowest
today stem 45.
City Will Escape With Few Hundred Dol-
lars Damage, Caused By The
Backwater And In-
jury to Streets
DOG CHAINS ARE AT A PREMIUM NOW
The rainstorm that hos hidden the face of the sun for a week, tied
up railroad trains., stopped outdoor work of every knit. and dieeommoded
lessees generally, seems to be ended with prospects of a suceeediug cold
wave, anal Paidueah has escapee with pH:shale) .1 fess hundred chillers' dam
age, oecassoisee ',rine:pales to contrac ties on airs..et Impnovonientsi the city
and to some extent, river interest/J, which have log( a few rafts
The Ohio, Cumberlamd and- Tennessee rivers *bow an unpreceda•nted
rim amt.-tie, essiesehissee sereeme-Pethreash-erseemengeterreets,• that halm
weeniest considerable, though not Listing damage, to the fa.rtners, espec-
ially. Bridges tele the county have stood the strain well.
• Railroad set-vet's- le poor. Where there Is any at ell- the N. C. & st. !-
being out of business temporarily. The I. C. south anal east is running •
train evf•ry once In a s'hile.
Paducah Sub' r.r :Owe.
After a careful cerium of Padu-
cah mills and personal interviews
with river men. The Sun can report
that, as yet, little loss :n rafts and
other floating stock, has been ex-
perienced by the unprecedented rise
in the rivers.
However, everybody mien, says
that damage is bound to follow if the
rise continues, which now 'teems to
be the ottelook.
The market for dog-chains in Pa-
ducah and at every river town has
been exhausted.. Dog-chains are two
pieces of iron sharp at one end, and
connected by a chain. They are used
to secure logs. One end Is driven In-
to one log, and the other end into
another log, and so on indefinitely
Then a raft So formed, I. tied le
ropes to the shore.
Dog-chains are used principally on
logs which are lying up on the bank,
and which it Is feared will be wash-
ed away by the rising rivers. e
Dick Fowler carried I,g00 from
Mount' City to a point down the
river, and the Petter Supply compa-
ny here shipped 800 by express Ses-
terday.
The steamboat men report that
many thousands of loge are lying on
the river banks, and unless they can
be secured in some way, will be
washed away. The same is true ot
railroad ties. The tie boats are ex•
tremely busy handling ties,
Farmers, work having been stop-
lied by the mem are concentrating
their attention to staving their timber.
A rising wind is adding to the trou-
ble of navigation.
Reportis of a chtarge of taste in
drinking water are corning In, and
the explanntion, is from the large
amount of dirt washed into the
evens,
The Pude, ith Traction company has
a barge of ti.' S at the wharf, which
cannot be unloaded on account of
the weather,
Street Car Stelsedelen
Practically without hitch , the
street car erliedules have been carried
out during the had spell, though not
without 4.0.11SillerOble trouble.
The fill over the new culvert near
the Caton pa-senger station has mine
severel feet front the steady raill4
leaving the tracks and ties suspended
This fill has not been made long anal
the sinking could be expected. On
the Rowlemitown lIne, several place,
have sunk 40i:tying traffic somewhat.
In -numerous email places the track
bed will have 40 be rebuilt.
Several residents of Broadway and
Jefferson street do not like the OOP'
short Rite car That only goes to Seven
temeth street.
The petition these residents are
mister/is up objeoting to the short line
had not reached Manager Illeecker
this morning, and In regard to the
short line he mid:
"The delay in completing the new
switch on Broadway on aecoent of
'elm; has upset the Broadway !the
erhedulea a little but when it Is com-
pleted the reeidenta of Jefferson street
(Continued on page four.)
Railroad &.heduh's Off.
Millions of dollars will be appro-
priate figures to estimate the damage
done to railroads in the mouth by the
deluge of water. The rains of the
pist few days, which threw volumes
of .water Into the lowlands, etioverted
the small creeks into raging torrents,
sweeping sway - bridges, tearing up
railroad tracks and doing damage im-
possible to estimate in river distriels,46
were mere showers l'OIDISIlre4 to tibia
whites came last night Today Padu-
cah Is on an island and the volume of
water pouring through the creek, to
the risers Is unilitninished. Trees,
fence', end culverte and wooden struc-
tures were washed Into the creeks
and some of them found their way in
the river. Island meek carried every
kind of drift coneeivable, and river
prepere .. being eatelied web re-
newed rail! Fee
Iteilroade Tire leo.
The N., C. & St. I. as far as Pa-
ducah is concerned is out of busIne-s.
Traveling men have waited in Padu-
cah -more than 24 hours for trains on
this road Many started on the Pa-
dieesh -Fulton accommodat ion train
ever the I. 1'. to reach Paris, Tenn ,
and other Tennessee points touched
by the L. & N. and N, C. & St. L..
bnt a new washout was reported at 7
ieclarek this morning bet ween Waxer
Valley and %%Ingo. Ky. Since morn-
ing wasbouts have been reported Al
along all the divisions.
The Illinois Central hal not a
train running on wheeler time. A
few eortione are used on a slow order
schedule, generally a 6-mile speed
stele on some portions trains are or-
dered to "feel."
Delay- Sk to 11111TIO's Central trains
did not begin until Monday, but the
N.. C. & St.' L. suffered fetturcley.
Since Saturday not more than two
trains have ea-at:bed Paducah This
morning itformation was lamed front e.
Supt. Mile office that no trains will
he ruin out of Padsteeh until late in
the afternoon, If then. Yesterday a
switch engine and caboose on the N.,
C. & St. L. road, brought a few pea-
siengere In front Murray. South of
Murray there Is no travel.
The delays on the Illinois Central
hese been great. The Latiliville-etem
phis flyer due at 3:4-0 o'clock yenter-
day morning reached Paducah at 2:59
yea:eel-day afternoon, lacking 44 min-
tifee of being Remitted. No. 101,
Memphis to hone:vine, palmed Yes-
terday afternoon at 2:45 o'clock. It
was due at 11.2e No. 121. Louts-
ville-Paditeah accommiatiots peseen-
:Ter, due at 4:15, passed at la :55 last
night, and the flyer, doe at 11 - 10
plumed at 11:43 last eight The fly-
er du e at 3:40 this morning. passed
at 6:5-0, and No. 104 from Memptle
to Louisville, due at 1:44). paused
one hour late. It was wade ap at
Fulton, however. No. 122, frogn Ful-
ton to Loulaville accomodatIon pas-
senger, Was delayed this morning for
several hours by a washout coming
In at 7 o'clock between Water Valley
and Wimp, This delayed the teelellet-
tee of the Parietals-Fulton Weal
freight. No damage Is reported by
(('ontinued on page tour.)
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BRAND"
c cs mom
mom silo
111111,...41'
,
Women's $3.50 Men's $3.50 to $5.00
The most comfortable shoe for tender
feet Mat it is possible to make
Our "Easy Feet" shoe is made in softest
Kid and Calf Leathers in neat styles, by our
special process with a Mattress Insole of
First Qual.ty Wool Felt that will not pack
down, but forms itself tu the shape of the
foot and remains springy and comfortable.
Shoearild:T.s"'Stroujj
WE MANE mom,- F/Nr 9110E TI/AN ANY
0 TIfER t101.1:3E IN Till WE'S T.
t- 40/etl A f0Ar ) 1/L.IP 1/////:...s
A Monogram in One or Two
Letters and Two Quires of
Paper for Only $1.00 Now
Mir's that ter an extraordinary Christmas offer?
Its merely in keeping with eur prices.
'Older flarlitnias Calling elands and -Statlorieiy
You can't wait loin, you know.
cards and plate $1.50
Ile (lid English cards 3.00
Ask to he 'hewn the Mother-of•Pearl Stamping.
it• tette from your old die.
THE SUN
Phones 358.
Buy the Best Shoes Made
And save at lealst fifty (50) per
cent a year on your shoe bills. All
our shoes are made by the leading
Manufasturers, hence if you pat-
ronize us you are sure to get the
best.
Men's Hand-Made to if 00
Men's Welted. ..... 3.00 to 4 00
Women's Htuel-Made— 4400 to 100
Women's Welted 2 00 to 3.50
Buys' and Girls' Beat._ 1.00 to 3.00
Our Boys', Misses and Children's
Shoes have no equal for tit, style,
comfort and durability, at very
close prices.
See Dispigy in Our
Show Windows.
COCHRAN SHOE CO.
408 Broadway.
'.(Iite Pair Sells Another—That's Quality.' -
I 
C1UY NANCE etc SON
Undertalars and Embalmers
AMBLE...ANC:Li POW 8114.7.1C 01.1 INJURED
Open Day and Might.
:Neve Phone .3.34. Old Phone, 699
213 SOUTH THIRD STREET
V.
44 I ENT'S? SLAIN RV ANARCHIST
-lied" kills itallan Slax ant and Talks
11'holesaie Murder l'h•(.
Nov. 21. — An anaretist
named legal's, who returned here
reren.ly from Paterson,N. J., yester-
day and ',tabbed and killed the fa-
mous zeiloeist, Movanni ROW, of
the eniversity of Naples, because
Boast In a resent lecture condemned
anarchist crimes as barbarous. The
rnerder has amend general Indians-
eon, as the victim was held In high
esteem. Lagana, after the crime,
boasted that he Was glad he commit-
ted the deed, and said If he were free
he would begin again on other ene-
mies of :merely. all of whom already
were condemned and would he kill-
ed at the earliest moment It wat pos-
sible to carry out the plan arranged
by the anarchist party.
It Isn't what ste want to know that
worries us so tatteit as what we 'squid
rather not know
•m;" bisrisetb•pme 2:41#160,11111111166111
Corm 'Cold IN Ono bey. 3 Days INS Ns
_TOE PADUCAJI EVENtryd SUN.
ANOTHER SCANDAL 'BOLIVIAN LINES _
AMONG NOBILITY TO BE CONSTRUCTED
Countess Indiscreet)) Slso‘‘ ed
Her Jewels.
laves. by a (roeswa, 'cot Her H'.
151151, and the t'ount Will Seek
for HIS Itel..11••••.
NO NAMES 1.1tE 1'01*(1041E1:D
Paris, Nov. :i.—The names of one
of the most be4utifts4 and aristosratic
women in Ragland, a countess. and
one of the wealthiest private indivel-
mils in the world are linked in the
latest ecendal of British high society,
white now is startling even jaded
Paris. Although no name, are men-
tioned publkey, merle every one in
Europe and Anierica knew* the pow-
erful peer six) is believed to be con-
templating suit for divorce. Neatly
every one also knows the Croesus
whose name is connected with that of
the peer's wife.
An English peer who has visited
the United States is< a brother of the
countess with whom gossip is dearling
at the moment. Lacking money, he
sought 10 retrieve his fortunes by a
meitiod infinitely more risky than
seesillatens on the bourse. He mar-
tee not long ago a Town* woman
steer figure, face and vole- are much
limited on the NEM York stags-
Dilantoewls Lead to Scandal.
The countess in the can India-reef-
- wore diamonds worth 01.254)Serse.
.4 hiCh had been given ro-her, at the
usual WI of ber husband's county,
w etch, of course, she was patroness
the peer Is not nett, it was impose-
. e for his wife to buy such germs.
He quesitioned her. • He angrily de-
' •Itin:e.iclted an -iatlianellell:— e
The muatientitionaire who may be
it corespondent in this nE-weA sandal
has been a widower. for several years,
and draws • tresitieduils income from
red: estate in New York and invest-
Insets In London. 'loth bis children
have married within recent years, and
both matches, white have turned out
mast happily, apparently were made
against blagertshes. Newer before les
sceadel attacked Man.
Alttelegk be bee been industriously
eourted anti Ilatiered. It seemed since
his wife's death his love for a women
was tharitod in New York.
This Census, who bee dabbled In
poetics and literatures nes king made
his residence outside of America.
lie owns • most soted mansion in
England. full of historic memories.
The peer whose site is c000erned
in the gossip takes his title from the
name or a mulcty in the north of Eng-
land. For the last two years his v4te
has rented a country house near the
melionalre's English residence lint
lately site gave It up and now is liv-
ing at a quiet watering piece.
FAMOUS OLD HIMN.
Pathetic origin of "Most Be the Tie
That leads."
A pathetic and yet charmer's story
is told of the origin of the well known
hymn, "Blest Be the Tie That Riede.'
wheel was written by Rev. John raw -
<ere an English Baptist, who died In
1517, Invite& event nearly sixty years
in the ministry.
It was its 1772. after a few year.
spent In pastoral work, that he was
ealleci to London to succeed the Rev.
Dr ma. -His farewell sermon had
teen preached near Moinegate. in
Yorkshire. Six or seven wagons
stood leaded web his furniture and
books, anti all was, ready for 'depart-
ure.
Het els loving people were heart-
broken. Men, semen and children
gathered and clung about elm and hit
family with and stiel tearf tit .fates
Finally., overwhelmed with the sorrow
<A those they were leaving, Or, Faw-
n-et and he wife eat down on one of
the packing eases and gave way to
grief.
"Olt, Jobe" reed Mrs Faweett at
lest, "I cannot bear this' 1 know not
how to go!"
'!Nor 1, either,- returned the hus-
band, "and we win not go. The wag-
ons teali be unloaded and everything
pot In Its old piece "
His people were filled with intense
Joy and gratitude at this detertnina-
eon. Dr. Fawcett at once sent a let-
ter to London explaining the case and
then reeolutely returned to his work
on a salary of e than $2110 • year.
This hymn was writtett by Dr.
Fawcett to eonimemorete the event.
Cohintlitra end the Compete.
That Columbus was not, as is popu-
larly supposed, the first to note the
declination of the. magnetic needle has
recently been graphically demon-
strated by the dlecovery of three stun -
dials, dating from a time anterior to
Columbus' first voyage, and bearing
on the eompaines accompany-log than
;Ines indicating the declination of the
needle—Exchange.
Congress Enters Into Con-
tract With Bankers
Extension of System From La Paz to
Arica au PaCille
Coon 1$311.111611.11041.
WII.I. RE Ten NIMES IN LENGTH
Re de Janerlo, Nov. 21.—The con-
gress of Bolivia has ratified the con-
tract neide by the government with
James Speyer & compny, the New
York bankers, for the construction of
a system of railroad* In that country,
and construction work has aimed)
begun. The mosey to pay for them
Is in tile bank, amounting to Selene,-
Moo. white was paid, by Brazil to her
neighbor for relinquishing certain
territorial anti other reetts. These
railroads are of the greatest Import-
ance to the firture development of
Bolivia. One of them runs north-
eastward from IA Paz to the head of
navigation on the Amazon river; an-
other runs southeastward to connect
with the Argentine railway eystem at
the boundary between the two re-
publee. and the third is to connect
the principal cities of tte counte
with each other. The Argentine Rs
public guarantees' 5 per cent intee
upon any bonds that may be ise
to complete the line In Its dire.,
In order to draw the export prose.,
of Bolivia itsi tidewater through At
gentine territory, and Chile is tsliwedY
building a railway from Ark*, a port
on the Pacific, to La. Paz, the capital
of Bolivia, which It agrees to main-
tain and operate for "sixteen years.
At theendee that period jelat portion
of the road which lies willies Bo-
livian territory Is to become the prop-
erty of Bolivia, and the remainder
will continue to be the property of
Chile
The proposal eystem will Include
about 780 miles of road, and the esti-
mated COM lot $31004,400. To begin
with Bolivia has a working eapital of
1110.000.ml* <moth deposited In the
bank, of London and New Yore
When that is eehaitsted the nerealitee
of the money uestenary will be raised
by an issue of bonds guaranteed by
Chile sod the Argentine Republic.
As everybody knows, Bolivia is a
country of wonderful richness, but its
tesou reel brie undeveloped
for lack of transportation facilities
The proposed roads will net only en-
able the prodoets of the wed. silver
sod copper mines to reach markets.
but will make aoressible the vast rub-
ber forests that I. on the eastern
slopes of the Andes. Rubber is very
scarce. The demand is increasing
very rapidly and the price Is very
high. Bolivia has rubber enough to
supply the world for centuries If te
could °nay be reached, and these
reeds will open tip the forests.
Shimpang Salad a Fad.
Washington society has a new fad.
It is the preparation of eboopang, or
ehrysanthemum MAW& according to a
recipe furnished by the Cbinese min-
ister. Chrysanthemum !glad Is "food
for the gods," the piece de resistance
of oriental banquets and under the
guidance of Sir Chentung Lisale-
ebeng, society misses and metenne
ire preparing the favorite dish of the
;astronomers of the flowery king-
-tom. Here is the recipe for the mys-
ierious dish:
Twenty-four mimes& hearts of the
shooperig or Celnese chrysanthemum
Twelve "fish wings," eeRoP11 from
the flanks of the noel' wen, or sun-
fish.
Two broiler cheetens.
Four young pigeons.
Cutlets from three ioers.
Bake the flab with flavoring or
Ill-long. a spice resembling saffron.
Broil the fowl with a favoring of
another Chinese herb.
Then steam all ingredients together
for tbree-quarterrs of an hoar with a
strong infusion of the troy flower and
erve with garnishing of Chinese
:teens.
The woy flower may be omitted, a-
t is very pungent and not agreethe
to oome American pollees, though
highly prized by the Chinese.
Although called a salad the shoo-
piing is a formidable dial, and in the
peoportioas gives Is omega for eight
persons. It is primarily intended for
the principal cameo( a banquet. It
Is possible to prepare It in a rhafing
link. but a Mongolia* cook seems to
be eseentiat for a successful concoc-
tion. Those who have tasted the
salad pronounce it delicious. Many
if the ingeedleuts cannot be obtained
tutees of Chinatown. and the high
wire* of most of them place the dish
beyond the react of the ordinary
househoele-Record-Herald.
MIES cursiD IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
PA/ti oimr SENT is guaranteed to cure soy
low of Itching. fittoe, Bleeding or Pt-eroding
rates in 61* ti days or sooty Wooded. hoc,
subscribe Ike 'line MS.
eege
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Why Vinci Is Better Than Any OtherjtignodY to Restore
Health and Strength
I.
...a
-t
mot
Because Vince is a real Cod Liver Preparation and dues not
contain a single disagreeable or harmful ingredient and is not
a secret formula.
Because Vinol contains all the medicinal elements—the
soothing, healing, strengthening and flesh creatite properties
of Cod Liver Oil—but without oil or grease.
Because everything itt Vinol,—except the tonic iron iind a
tine old wine,—is actually extracted from fresh cods' livers
and their oil.
Because Vinol is deliciously palatable and agreeable under
all conditions. Everybody likes it.
Because %Titled tones up the system, strengthens every *organ,
nerve, muscle and fibre of the whole body and-thus overcomes
weakness by thoroughly eradicating the Cause of disease.
That's Why Vinol is altogether different and better than any
other remedy for Coughs, Colds, bronchitis, and all Throat,
Lung and \Vesting Diseases.
That's Why Vinul, Restores Health and Strength to
Delicate Children, Feeble Old People, Weak and Sickly
Persons, Nursing Mothers, and Convalescents.
WE RETURN MONEY IF IT FAILS TO GIVE SATISFACTION
W. B. M'PHERSON, Druggist.
The Decision
4 to wee has made the groestiet attbiber of oords from the triter,.
iontained 10 iii,' (Malt%
Kurtzmann
Hence, who slit receive the Mee Kurtzman l'iatto, or a portion of
the $10,0oo offereil hi prizes, will be decided as soon after the clos-
ing of Olaf& “t:reat Educational Word Contest" as possaible. ALL
.f 'mite-stouts will he promptly notifies]: oshera, WATt'ff THE
PAPEItS,
111 List. 111.114 1w 11/111141•41 in or mailed to, so as to reach our
store not later thou Ilko,loher 10, nme.
MINE 113.7.0.00.
This piano given away Free, la our
Great Educational Word Contest,
To THE HI'NfiltEDS.cie coNTINT.INTS IN Tills "EIWCATION11. WORD CONTWT"' we wish
to state that the anaritling of the prizes will lw left entirely to the Judge', uhsvm, we fan assure, will give
Y.M full Credit whirh your list mortta—ntemolutel twi, preference will be shown. Whether you are in..
qualified with them or us, or whether you lite in Paducah or 1Smtf mt. matter.* not—the aumlw`r of co,'•
I-cit 'sone' contained In your list will gosern. 11111111111.61
Ws ask you not 10 leseime impatient in stilling for the &Onion of the jtatigeo, for if you were
aware of the marts( of ouch a task of examining nearly 5.00 lists, you would readily relive. that it means
time.
"Send in Your Lists by Dec. 10, 1906"
Fred P. Watson 6 Bro.
311 Broadway, Paducah, Ky. Phone 53-r.
Victor H. Thomas, Manager
WOMAN IV EDITOR.
Interposes When Crowd Is Beating
Newspaps•r Man at Walnut, Ill.
Sterling, Ill., Nov. 21.- The pluck
of Mrs. Odell, mothea• of a reporter
employed by Fred Tucker editor of
the Mail and Express, of Weenie
saved Tucker front a beating that
might hove resulted In bia, death.
Tucker In hie paper bad been waging
wee on the sillioederly element In tbs.
tbwn. Fes-ante' 'Thee on his way
home from his office he was attacked
and knocked down by a number of
persons. At this monient Mrs. Odell
truathed through the crowd and told
the Mien tht If they touched Tucker
gain at would be over her body. ()M-
em then interferer), and Tucker was
taken to the °Mee of it physician end
his wounds 'dressed. Twenty war.
fa°7'9PENNYROYALyILLszY.diskviLtrord:Iii
or and banish "painsof tnenstruatidne They are " LIPP. SAVEMS" to girls atwomauhood, siding development of organs sad body. Mcknown remedy for women rituals theme Cannot do:beim-40pbecomes a pleasure. $1.00 iprz_noz. BY MAU.. Sol*by driirireite. DR MUTT'S CUMIIICA CO. (lifters&MATEY a LIST AND 0. C. C. KAM PADUCAH. BY
rents hare been leirted.
Killed Chikt--Goes to Frelest.
Youngstown, 0 . Nov. 21.1 Mn
Jennie Antler/inn, cenvieted of man
sliatiehter, was refused a new trial to
dsy and sentetwed to fifteen years II
She penitentiary. When the senteno
was pronounced see eolespeed. Th•
women beat to death her stmedeugh
let- glide.
Doctors have grave apprehensions
about tile time their pettlente dli
eases reach a climax.
Some men cling to single blessed-
ness; beestiee they consider it the
tosser of two evils.
Tr* a ferttewite thing for /some
Mere heelers that killing time time
puniehable by hanging,
Mrs. Anatin's Pancakes will hell The honest men knows himself tooto regale Met appetite. At grocers. I well te think he wholly Is self-made
11 •
1
•
•
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OLD LONDON TOWN
AND LORD MAYOR
Perogativrs, Pay And Duties
Of High Dignitary.
.Utlernwes ladled "Worshipful" and
Execalke Head "Right Wor-
shipful" by Cern
'Altlelliettee KNOWN LORD MAYOlt
eort of proprietary right over their
wards as the dukes and earls have
over their 001111I103, and in the histo-
ry of the city of London ste find ref-
erence to the Ward of Ludgate, the
Ward of Newgete, the Ward of Far-
rIngdon, the Wart ot Goodwin, the
Ward of Henry de Coventry, the
Ward of Edward Parole, and
so on, tho..e being the names of the
aldermen at that date and some of
them still are used.
London, Nov. 21.--A new lard
mayor of London, Sir William Tre-
loar, has jest been inaugurated with
tremendous ceremony and the time-
honored pageant which has occur-
red annually In the civic history of
that metropolis for 700 years. Thera
is a good deal of criticism among
practical people concerning the per-
petuation of these pageants, which
cote a lot of money, but the "liveried
companies," as the guilds of mer-
chants are called.would not abandon
them iny more than the) would de-
ny their birthright. The may:or ...of
London, as you know, rules over; a
comparatively small city, with only.
jit few thousand voters. The day pop;
elation Is nearly a mill4nat: the
night population about 26.0011, and
Ills jurisdictiea exteads oWty little
way above St. Paul's Cathedra: and
over a mile square In the heart of
the metropolis.
The remainder of London is ruled
by the county council.
Earliest Mayor.
The earliest mentIon of • mayor
in the records of London appears in
a writ issued by King !teary ff. in
1154, but ere history of that office
begins en the reign of Richard 1. in
11)49, when Henry Fitz-Eylwin was
made lord mayor by tea king, and
continued a. such to the end of his
life. In 1193 the mayor appears as
the custodian of King Richard's ran-
som.
l7p to 1215 the mirror was appoin-
ed by the crown, but in that year
King John granted the eitlaens the
right to choose their own ruler, and
the election has taken Mime annual-
ly ever since on St. MIenaelmas day,
one of the members of the board of
aldermen being voted for by his col-
leagues. There has not been a con-
test for many years. The members of
"he board of aldermen, who are elect-
ed for life, take their tttrne and the
senior in :ength of service who has
not already "passed the chair" is se-
lected. London aldermen are elected
for rife, an arrangement that weuld
be a source of greatibgratIneation to
the present incutabents of that office
in New York. Cilearri and other cit-
ies if the custom mold be Introduc-
ed here. But the property qualifies-
lions might bar them out. No man
is eliettle for alderman In London
unless he is worth $30.000 in taxa-
ble property and when elected be is
compelled to serve or pay a fine of
12.500. If a lord mayor-elect refuse
to serve he is tined 35,000. An abler-
man receives no salary or perquis-
ites of any kind, and his duties and
eresmonsIbillees are a considerable
tax upon his' purse. Therefore no
poor man can assuMe thene The lord
mayor receives a salary of $50.000
a year although he has only 21,000
constituents, but he is required to
spend nearly all of that money for
charity, and for Aortal and ceremo-
nial functions and In mane:ening the
Mansion house, which is rent-free.
put costs a great deal to keep np. Anderan,n has the title of "worship-
j' until he has been mayor, when
he Is always addressed as "the right
worshipful Sir John Doe."
Right *to Vote.
All free mete that ts, all property
holders in the City of London, have
the right to vote. There are 25 wards
tied , 25 -aldermen and the elections
are conducted by ballot, although
they occur Infremtently. Before an
alderman can take Vs seat he Must
be approved by his fnture colleagues.
Should the electors of any ward re-
turn a person who is determined to
be unfit to support the dignity and
discharge the duties of the office the
other aldermen may reject him and
a new candidate must be elected. If
three candidates are rejected in suc-
cession the board of aldermen have
the right to select a proper man to
fill the office.
cri 1,1.1 •
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CI-WM. PEA OQOY a CO.
Ilaior.or
Peewee for .tdvertleing.
Senator Teller. of Colorado. isattl
this morning he believed the inter-
state 'commerce commission is mis-
taken in its interpretation of the Rep-
burn We relating to railroad trans-
portation given in return for news-
Meer advertising.
The lieliburn bill Was originally is-
tended to regutate freight charges,
prevent discrimination, rebates and
the like:: Senator Teller said at the
Hotel Baltimore. "What we should
have done was to have taken up this
freight proposition and left the pas-
senger business alOne, exeepting only
a (attune preventing public officials,
or rattler, government employee from
accepting passes. By all means this
should be prohibited. But 1 believe
/hat it would Ise perfectly lawful for
a railroad company to nay 'Yon do
our advertising at your regular rates
and we will lame you transportation
at our regular rates."—Kaneas City
Mar. '
• 
TRACKS BLOCKED
EREAGHT CAWS ADD T(/ CHAOS
ON THE RAILROADS.
Main Line and Passing Track lee
ceive Load of Fertiliser That
leseee Haire.
Troubles never come singly. With
ra.ns tearing up its road bed and
schedules Into chaos, came another
disaster in the Paditeah yards this
morning which blocked the main
line. and one main passing track for
several hours. Extra freight No.
843, Engineer Galloway and Con-
ductor Henry Mangle, "crawled" In-
to Paducah out of a um of waste wa-
ter. While rounding the curve lead-
ing into the south yards a journal on
a loaded freight car burned in two.
The car was set out, blocking the
main line until new trucks were se-
cured. While pulling over the main
lintrantftett eatt furniture car load-
ed with "pyrites," a substance used
in making fertiliser, turned over
*crows both the Main line and the
passing track. The wrecking crew
was hustled out In the rain to pick
up the obstruction. Switching in the
yards was delayed and the Fulton-
Paducah outgoing local freight. Lit-
tle damage was done the car.
MONTS IS BOSS
ON THE ISTHMUS
Executive Orders Issued From
Panama Saturday.
President Iteorgetulses Stall slid l'uts
.111 I mien ("harp- of outs su.
prem.. Head.
IMPARTMENTS .ARK ORDERMD
Washington, Nov. 21.---An order
signed "Istheiitts of Panama" by
President Roosevelt making radical
changes in the organisation of af-
fairs of government for the canal
zone was merle public today at the
price of the commission. The erect
of the order Is to place the canal
work and the government of the
zone under the direction of Chair-
man Shouts. aided by chiefs of bu-
reaus, *he will report directly to the
cimmaissiten, thus eflminating the df-
lice of governor.
The order gives to Chairman
Shouts supreme authority over all
departments.- It reorganizes the en
its' %workings of the commission le
accordance with the president's
views of controlling the situation
ander his plan to press the excava-
tion as rapidly- as possible. The ex-
ecutive committee of three members,
each the head of a department, has
been abolished, and in its stead se
en departments are created and t
chief of each will report and revel
Instructions from the chairman of
the commission.
The departments will be under
the direselea of John F. 'Stevens).
chief engineer; Richard B. Rodgers.'
general couniel;-Wrilim Cr.- Gorges,
chief sanitary officer: J. William,
disbursing officer; D. W. Ross. chief
purcnasIng officer. E. S. Benson,
general auditor. and Jackson Smith.
manager of labor and quarters. The 
presidentwill take tip the question
of the appointment of a new commis-
sion upon his return to Washington.
It Is believed here that in addi-
tion to Mr Shonts, Messrs. Steven.,
Rodgers and Gergas will be mem-
bers. At present the acting commis-
sioners are Messrs. Shouts. St 
Rear Admiral Endicott, B. M. Har-
rod and Brigadier General Haines.
There are twn vacancies. It is said
that Endicott. Harrod and Haines are
:slated to wire. Chief Engineer Ste-
rens will be second in authority, and
swill act in Chairman Sbonts' ab-
sence. The general counsel will ex-
lercise the authority heretofore in-
'vested Lu the governor of the zone.
RILE 4W THREE.
Three things to be—pure, just and
honest.
Three things to govern—temper,
tongue and conduct.
Three things to live—oourage. af-
fection and gentleoeste
Three things to love—the wise, the
virtuous and the innocent
Three things to commend---thrift,
industry and pronietnena
Three things about which to think
—life, death and eternity
Three things to Sespise—cruelty,
arrogance and Ingratitude.
Three things to admire—dignity.
gracile u Incas and irketlect mit power.
Three things to etterhsh--the tree,
the beautiful amt the good
Three things for Willett to wish--
health, friends and onntentrweet
Three things for whieh to light -
honor, home and country.
Three Mingo to attain —goodatm
of heart. Integrity of purpose and
cheer hel nears of disposition.
Three thengs to elesiee--the bless-
ing of God. sib approving conecienee
and the felloweirip of the good.
Three things for which to work. -
a trained mind, a skilled hand and a
regulated heart.
Nothing Externutted.
French offielele are said to he per-
tielliarly steel in their diceitiline of
tourists. A lately returned traveler
tele* 'several more or less emery phut
stories to illustrate the state of affairs
An Ameriean lost his footing, slip-
ped down an embankmerst and fell
Into a small. Mallow pond. As be
scrambled, dripping, up the embank-
ment to the foot-path, he was con-
fronted by an arm of the law.
"Your name" Your address'?" de-
manded this uncompromising Perrton,
notebook in hand.
"But I fell," began the astoniehest
American. T only--
th, man waved his arm
"It is forbidden to bathe in this
lake," he said Mettle. "I am 'not here
to listen to extenuating eircum-
trtances."- YeutharCempanion.
Our borrowed trappings account
for tat, of our tripping%
Where Miglit weans to make right
It is but making ruin.
RieMARKABLE WORk.
---- •
mountaineers. No soil.ier a &MM.
guished peeaeher said. "The Serleity
of Soul Winners is doing the moot
and best work, with the Mast moneY
of tiny missionary Society' on earth.
so far ars I know." Next to the malt•
Hest help of God, the society owes
moot of it* *uremia to the prelim of the
country, which has given the .work
its valuable aawiatauce trod enlisted
Christian people of every church and
Rate in its support. There are three
millions of theee mountain people.
not degenerate and %worthless as some
suppose. They are the descendants
of the Scotelb-Irlish. and Anglo-Saxon
and Hugutaiot emigrants, the original
settlers of this country. and are now.
the permit stock of Americans on the
tontlnent. They are poor and un-
learned. This is the sock of the
American Inland Mission toomnionly
known as it. Society of Soul Win-
ners) it wu organized In 1597.
with Rev. Dr. Edward 0, Guerrant,
04 Wiirnore. Ky., as its president.
and Major Robert S. cashier
of the Fayette National bank. of Lex-
inlybon, Ky , treawurer. Dr. Henry S.
Crockett. secretary, and Rev. 8, 8
Murdoch, Sera secretary, with a full
board of eluecutive stud advisory offl -
tiers Not ose of these receives a
cent of s-elety, *wept for the work lie
the mission field.
A w who Metres share ia this wore.
and Its reward, can address the pres-
ident or treaeurer. "(livened et- Mali
be r %rn unto you."
$1,000,000
.titE SECURED UNDER.
vrnfist Nt. CON( *ERNS.
Our country seeds no introduetion
to Breathitt Meaty. and Its bloody
re:ord. enfOrtgeately. Breathitt Is
not stone in Its snags of highland
4eude. lint peoples need an Intruder-
tIon to the brave eort to rectify tbta
wrong, and heel this "open sore- of
oar ementrY.
and women riet
Eight years ago, a little cemen
of Christian men  
t
mined to tend gospel of Pfal"V and
Mee t° these long neglected and war-
ring neighbors In the mountain*, tens
of thousands whom Meer saw a
church. The) began without a treas-
ury, or en organ, or patron. or agent
They asked (Jot for help, and received
the voluntary aid of a few friends
Elirbt 'earn ago, they seat min de-
voted evangelist into. the Cumberland
mountains, and Ood provided three
hendred and sixty Meese% for his sup-
Port. Every enoreeffing year she
work has prown, until-the year
ninety-seven eramgellsts were sent
Into the mountains of Tennessee, Vir-
ginia, North Carolina and Kentuoky,
and over ten thousand dollars pro-
vided for their euePoet, withenet ever
asking a collection front any,ehtuch.
The workers and the money, came
from every branch of the church, and
every state in the Union, end beyond.
,These missionaries; tut year taught
RR Sabbath erhothe with 4,621 Me-
etly, preached nearly 4.0410 times
'and received 7R6 coneessisms of
Cheese distributed t.erfe) Nelms and
Testements, and over 33 000 tracts.
The. society built loot year, eight new
mission houses and churches, sent Re
boxes and barrels of clothing to the
poor mountaineers, taught 41 day
'schools, and nperairse the Log College,
began under a tent, and bas now 16'5
pupils and six teaetters and a sellentIld
plant,' twenty-five miles from a rail-
road. They are preparing for Ma
simitar institutions. three of them al•
ready built. The society ptiblishee
the only pa-per, exelosively for the
mountaineers. and hap received (wet
$,-,,tete for founding an orphan any-
lit m for the honneleas children of the
bine. This work has been done in
the "r•glona isevionsl'• (Mort-Ilea and
preaebere, among the longletegtheed
Federal Authorities Arnett
Conspirators la Chicago
Today.
Rudy, Phillips Co.
219-223 BROADWAY
Splendid Lines of Monogram and Fancy
Stationery and Calling Cards for Christmas
A New Department
WE have just opened a new department, which you intist see, as you W011'tfind what we have here anywhere else in Paducah, that is in the com-
p teness of its showings.
The Christmas boxes of fancy stationery are in fancy boxes), (lone in holly,
mistletoe and other pretty designs. The paper is the 'theist bond, the envelopes
the very latest style, and they are also put up in beautiful style. Prices front
50e to $1.75.
Then we will furnish you two quires of paper and envelopes, and die in one
or two letters for any monogram, the best white linen pi el% for only $1.00.
Five quires of the same for only $2.25.
100 Script Calling Cards $1.50.
1(X) Shaded Old English Calling Cards $3,00,
We also have a big variety of Christmas Souvenir ['instals. Christmas Ilreet-
lag Cards, Holiday Labels for your bundles and Christmas Napkins and other
novelties. You should Pee this department to appreciate what we have.
wale-% of Earm Workers.
The extreme poverty and the hoe
standard of living of peasants from
whom the agricultural laborers arc
recruited aftet'e a low level of wares
for agricultural labor. The aver.
wages will appear almost ineredo,
low front an American poiM of view.
Sevell notwithstanding the general enni-
Plaints of the estate holders oteneern-
ing the unreasonable demands of the
laborers
According to an ofarial Invegt Jars-
lilrFaa6, Nal: IT.-- iti-vera ITE7emilw."641*'46"-‘16.4'.t i"
derv/reins competes.' which are al- 
IS91, the average annual wages for a
male agrieulters1 worker in Ramie
lilted to be the largest fraudulent
concerns of the kind ever operated were 
lees
 "'all 111 and 
for
 a remit''.
worker loses $1 S 1.4) this must
In Chicago were raided here today
he added the emit (.4 subsistence,
which is equally low, hieing on an
average $.tt for a male and $122 for a
female worker for a whole year; wo
that the average cost of employing a
laborer for tee entire rear is etetal to
oMy 115 for the nos- e and fee for the-
female.
The wages for the *Nutter POR001
of Ave months are almost fans: to
the' annual wave. being 822 for the
merle and $.13 for the female laborer,
by netted States authorities and sev-
en men accused of promoting frand-
Went enterprises, were arrested Ac-
cording to the authorities the men
arensed had luny victims and ob-
tained nearly 81,000,000 oy the
schemes. The names of the men ar-
rested and the companies with
which the authorties say they are
connected, follow: W. J, Root, presi-
dent: W. H. Welch, vice president;
W. D. Huriburt secretary, Central
States Underwriting and Guarantee
company; Charles C. Browa, presi-
dent Prudential Securities corpora-
tion Brokers: Frank S. Winslow.
president, American Corporation and
Security company: Rtra C. Barnum.
president National Stock and 'Guar-
anty and the Ranker.' Credit and
Mercantile company: David C. Ow-
ings, National Stock and Guaranty
company.
Huriburt. Root and Welch gave
bonds, while the others were locked
up in jell
The alleged fraudulent operations
of the men Is that the anderwrIting
companies were in league with e'er-
lain brokers with whom they divid-
ed the fee taken for supposed under-
writing which was never done by
the alleged underwriters.
The plan by which the swindles
eve earried on it is alleged, invoto-
sel false representations in the reefed
States mails.
limns is a Warm Place.
Governor Warner, of Michigan.
said at Tawas Desch on an August
night:
"How cold and pleasant it is here.
The waves crash on the beach with a
musical mend. The wind, sweet-
laden end pare. is more refreshing
and strengthening than any tonic.
"It is different in Arizona In the
summer. It Is so hot in Arizona In
August that heat stories of an almost
Incredible port are bandied about.
"They my that a Jerseemen once
went to Arizona for his health He
settled In Vilma end, by keeping a
wet tiewel tied Rented- Ale head anti
bathing every hour, he managed to
pull thrones tec.first few monthe of
Ynrrees tiiinierame ATter
that he got accustomed to the heat.
He seemed to thrive on it.
"A re* years named and one July
the Man was so musette as to take a
business trip east. He had hardiy
gotten es far as Ohketari when an st-
hick of poempesis seized him. To
be brief, he died of double pnee-
monist. sueseelnetreed by exposure, in
two Moat
"The man's friends derided tn cre-
mate the hotly They took it to a
crematory, wrapped it in a sheet, and
consigned it sadly to the white heat
of the great oven.
"Then they waited in the ante-
chamber. When the usual time had
elareied they gathered around to re-
ceive the ashes nit their friend
"An attendant opened the great
oven door, and, to NW surprise of all,
the man from Yttsti• sat tte In his
white sheet ansi ekleefed and said:
t"Itlittt that emirt I never felt
such a drat' ghl'' "—Ighteirenge.
Preaitirrat Dictate.; t4loarly.
For all of tire celerity of his move.
meets. personal and officisi, PIV4WIetit
Rosseeett dictates very gouty lad de-
liberately The militia., of course, has
l
am entirety eliffemset Idea *boot the
president in this natter, Mit It Is a
fart. neverthelmet, that when he is
talking to a stenographer he is the
%PM perennifiirsation of len/Horns delib-
eration He Mtn:lees hie words with
great rare, often using two or three
synonyms before deciding upon the
one he wants Ole personal experi-
ence is recalled s-hen President Room
vet actually eonenmed nine minutes
in dictating a public sentiment of
exactly 3211 words, or about the
length of this paragraph. This wits
when the railroad -rate fight was in
its most critical stage, and the presi-
dent desired to send to the country
through the newspapers an "Interline
iation" of his attitude. This means
that it was one of those statements In
trh let% the prmeden t Is not q trot d !-
feet I y , but tire reader Is left to infer
that It correctly sets forth the meet-
deatial attend* at the Particular mo-
ment —Washington Peet.
England Osilleised.
It is curioum how. since the "en-
tente cordial," set in with severity,
Francis. and England have been ex-
changing national qualities. The
English Sunday has eroissed th
Channel: the erase for light French
trines, such as clarets, makes further
progress in this country every
Month: awl while the Rheum of Cas-
tlenandery Is protesting against an
undraped Cattle in his diocese, we
in London- have two IMIPIC halls
crowded nightly by the exhibition of
shapely women chid in nothing brit
white paint and classical atmosphere.
--London opinion.
At the age of 16 a girl knows a lot
more about men than a man at ere
age of fra` knows about women.
Good Rubber 
and
Rubber Goods
Ate two entirely different propositions.lWe keep good new stock
rubber and are prepared to handle them to the best advantage
from our AIR TIGHT BINS to our customers. Our prices rre
right—our goods tit and give the hest wear. We have all Ports
of Rubber Boots to tit men, women and children. Call and
look over our stock.
g r &RS fv. SRN'S Amo
, ••
OVV" PADUCAH/IX
UM/ 
AN EXCELLENT STAFF
. For declining years is a good substantial savings ac
count, built up during the money earnlog period.
Deposit part of your earnings weekly or monthly
Iii this bank, and at 4 per cent compounded semi-
annually you will soon. have a sang sum to (411 back
upon.
Begin today.
Meclianics and
Farmers Savings Bank
227 ,Broadway
Dr. Geo. M a s gan a
Veterinary Surgeon and Dentist.
Graduate of AlfortvIlle Veterinary
school Parts, France; also Ontario
Veterinary school gad Detroit Den-
tal college. Charter member of the
Ohio Medical Veterinary Associatlob
Will treat scientifically with the
latest instruments and up-to-date
treatment all diseases of th, do-
Ifiettleated afiihials.
Doge pnbffitely &Heeded to day or
night.
Wien With Teompsotee Transfer
Co. Both Phones 257,
ftesaienre, Old Phone 215
Foreman Bros:, Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
House wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete machine shop.
112424 N. Flourth t. Phorme 7 Pi 7
CITY TRANSFER CO.
Now located at
Cllatiber's Stable.
We are ready for all kinds of hauling.
TELEPHONE 499
NI*4 .4•1;,-. •
•
PARK ii
ADS 1. EYE . itovatitun 1.
tbc Pabucab Sun.
APTIERNOON AND WEEKLY
BY THE SUN PUBLISHINOCO.
tinitroit ATED
IP U. FistiEtt. Presideat.
E. J. PANTGN. General manager.
st•nactiltrTION AUTISM
taintered at the postogic• at Padtleah.
a be, wed claSs matter.,
ran DAILY SIM
$y carrier, per week 9 .10
mall, per month. in advance  .40
nail, per year. in advance  4.65
THE vie:maim sear
Per year, by ciese.ge paid.. .11.00Address Tilt-. St • N, Pad mutts. Ky.
!Meet 115 111 Third Phones MI
Parse Alt Young. Chicago and New
York representat Ives
THE SUN can be found at the fellow-
'Nit plum:. D. Clements A Co.
Van Culin liros.
Palmer Howie.
John
• _ 
WEft\Est., NOVEMBER 21.
CIRCULA- TION ST.STEMENT.
October--IVOO.
1 0.3989 17 3932
.3891 18 3936
3 .3963 19 4133
4 .3963 20 3933
6 .3986 22 4476
.3980 23  4490
8 .3962 24 4536
9 .3955 25  4(132
10  .39e3 26 3949
11.. . 3959 27 3942
32.. ...3977 29 3925
13.. -.3879 30.,.es 3941
15.. _3960 31 3929
11 .3925
Total . s  108,495
Avenge for October, 1906 ...4018
Average for October, 1905... .3612
Increase ..   ..  406
Persona:ly appeared before me,
this Nov. 1, 1906, E J. Paxton, gen-
eral manager of The Sun, who at-
: arms that the above statement of
Ile circulation of The Sun for the
Month of Oct.. 1906, is true to the
Wet of his knowledge and belief.
PrTER PURYEAR. Notary Public.
22, 190E.
Deily 'thought.
"The ern men do lives along with
them and at their expense."
THE MAN FOR GOVERNOR.
It fa not too earie for the Republi-
cans to he canctidertng a cendidate for
taverner to oppose State Auditor Ha-
ger. The creleetion of a candidate
next year is a matter of more than
ordinary concern to the party and to
the pi.oilif• of Kentucky this time.
Democracy *II: eater (he contest ea-
haunted from a bitter factional nett.
The primary cat.reggite was onc• for ex-
istence. The adminierration won,
and nue Haire. who east not make
toms. 0r near*, are nonentities, unless
they can defeat the administration at
the eleetion. The normal fletwieratie
majority in Kenteekv rna) easily be
overcome under elleh cireu Meta wee.
provided the RaptiNiesn party Pre-
sents a 8i11.1 front. To do this and
carry the entire party vote, a candi-
date for governor meat be named.
'Vito will mete a eh the approval of
all the leachere and the rank and file
of the partyraiocel men there are a-
plenty. but the most of them bear
the sears of other tattles, and have
. earned the ()ray of their co-workers
No (Pettit the convention will he able
to choose from several availables.
but just now we are certain of hut
one man, who measures up to all re-
quireinents ler an Ices-al candidate, an
exert:4,w tteittlye and a brilliant
deader. tutu it the "ante time is free
from the •:mpecitment of factional alli-
mice. That man le early) James
Firearher, tit ilatikeireela. He has
no anterior at the her of weer Ken-
turaye and as an orator he probable
has no peer in all the state. He lea
man 'td the people, and has proved
his campaigning qualities in his rata
for iciircuit- judge Furthermore,
hide* Ilreathitt has not been en of-
fice seeker. and Is nor now asking for
the nomination for governor. -fl--is
said by his intimates that he has
agreed priusely to stand for the
nosatuation. If the party wants him,
es to the eharaeter of race he will
make. the pr)rnee of western Ken-
tucky fir' 'onflient. Leaders in this
end of the mate should not be Mow in
declaring their choice for the riffle*.
befote a few emhryonic boom', TOR
490tittg the horizen reach any dimen-
sions.
Dr, FIRM, Kisirt, enrnmer of Jef-
ferson eminry, may have good' reit-
e000 for his action in refusing to
pearmit Anna FItly let teetify before
the coroner's jury. In the Etly notr.
der mime, but we can not see how the
end* of illstled Stetted he defeated by
giving the creamer's jury a fair 01,-
portisany to investigate the whole
ease, nor do we understand he what
right "they were retested. The girl
was kept in Jail ender the %a/wiles:re
of the nratrou, to whom she confeneed.
She wept taken from her P:aret of sub-
,imptent mineseilment to the grand
Jury room. and whIskod away to a
terhace tinker-twin In a clewed marriage,
ihad now rumors are rife that nhe fetid
S'Et different mee }afore the inquiMtor-
lat body. The pollee may fear the In-.
they are reflecting on the reliability
of her testimony by their conduct
instead of going into vaudeville,
Count Boni ought to get a position
as private tutor to Andrew Carnegie.
He might in time build up an theta
halos for the education of deserving
multi-millionaires who want to die
poor.
Can't hope to please everybody, of
rollree: but those people who are
eomplaining that they couldn't sleep
heat night because are lamp. have
been pieced in the streets near their
homes, will get used to it alter
awhile.
Caruso, the tenor, who was arrest-
ed in New York for attempting to
flirt with a married woman In the
nrankey house in Central park, no
doubt wad only following the precept:
"When in Rome, do as the Romans
do."
Well, the dealers in umbrellas and
overdue's see making money, and
tchere is a good tide on the rivar,
which is mill running by Instead of
through Pliductab. So the situation
is not entirely hopeless.
An ambitious youth in St. Lotil•
shot himself when he learned be
could not sing Some brute told him
or he never would have found it out.
REFORM, MR. HEARST.
Why not reforru yourreelf. Mr.
Hearin/ in al friestdlinees, we be-
lieve it would Pay You in the cud.
You will never be prewident of the
l'need atates. •So why not drop that
ambition, and all partitivel ambition,
and try to do a little good--not
Showy, selfaidvertisiag itood. but
genuine moral. 'eating good' Why
not do one act of beneficence with no
advertising tag attached? You are
to die 'tome lime. In the twenty
yaws which perbaps remain why not
Ina your wealth, ability, and news-
papers to Influence Oils tend toward
charitableness said honor? Do not
I Judge Pulver a k
•isind y %/tat prim do not like. Do
not may McKinloy is a demsleed and
a hated pretroon, IRocisevalt a loom-
tongued demagogue. taxeireiger. and
servant at the devil, Cleveirand a
Relent mime. and Ray a gur Such a
spirit is not etwietiao. Give same
men credit, sometimes, Needier your-
M, for ordinary human virtue Try
to see to It that the trunks of mer-
darers iera often contain eoileetione
of your papers. Teach' love. Rely on
truth. Don't cry -Ryan." at .evowy-
hefty who opporwer you, wbethar It he
Mr. Murphy one month or Mr.
Hughes another. Don't lie *hold,
men to heal them. Best them. if
they &mime defeat. by no weapon but
the trubh. Ask Mr. Brietathe to try
this prineigele even in such lettle mat-
ters as pointing an old photograph.
club smoke added for the in Fren-
deco fire. or one and tbe wane photo-
greeh. in different pages of Hat very
same mile. to represent • clergyman
In Pateburg and a bogus baron in
New York. .111hocigh contempt far
truth may be worse in eargor matters,
it is bettor not to instil it irmediously
even in detail Try giving up the
erudeextritoment atany-price mode of
life, and me whet You can do for
your emintry along lines that are ton-
al:dant meth the Ninth command-
ment. the Golden Rule and the Ser-
mon on the Mount. Just co far as
you mak penional advantage for your-
self *Ali your power for service be di-
ritniabed. You have shown greater
ability to learn then some of the men
in your employ Here'. wistreng Yen
a better and more truly iteedul life.- -
From Collier's for Nnventher 17,
19(g.
REVOLTING CRIMES.
Infant Sfurderras Held in T ha
Without Rail.
IN THE COURTS
C'ircult Court.
Circuit Judge William Reed held
a brief session of circuit court this
morning, the first of the week.
A judgment for divorce was filed
in the eat. of Will Hughes against
Dora Hughes, 
Anallowance of $350 was made
to Cecil Iteed, commissioner, in the
ease of A. C. Bruce against the Peo-
ple's Home Purchasing company,
hits Filed.
C. I.. Robertaan amid George A.
Gardner for the use of C. L. Robert-
son filed suit against the Southern
Bitulithic company, for $1,120.40,al-
leged to be due on a sub-contract
takeu to build ilewers in Kentucky
avenue and Jefferson street.
No Police Court.
No casts were tried in pollee court
this morning Judge D. A Cross be-
ing called to federal court.
The following cases were contini
tied: Henry Mitehereon, colored, us-
ing abusive language towards Joh'.
Tendril: Isiah Welch and Mollie
Stanfield, Eighth and Husbands
streets, immorality, and Ed Rey-
nolds, colored, Louis and Pete Capo-
ral, Greeks, for engaging in a fight.
Mies i(Jila Sanders has qualified as
administratrix of the estate of the
late Judge D 1- Sanders.
Deeds Filed.
& Murray to 1. 1..
Jones, property in the Chantbkn ad-
dition, $27.50.
A. W. Tete:et/ate T. Pole. propeny.
in the county, $1 and other considers-
The Paducah district is second tofloes,
none in the conference. The newLouise M. Metzger to Mrs. Emma
into it this yea'Cornillaud, property near Tenth and preacher' "mine
If 
are: Dr. W. T. Bolling, Revs. G. W.Burnett streets, $1 and other coneid-
Banks, (1. W. Evans, J. T. Hunter,erations
T. P. Ramsey. W. J. Naylor, E. A.
man .nA 
tut preachers.
The men going out of the district
are: T. J. Newell, W. W. Arm-
strong, J. W. Wardiow, C. D. Hil-
liard, R. W. Newsom, W. P. Hamil-
ton.
These are all tie and good men
and carry with Rolm the love and
esteem of the presiding elder and
the people they have served in their
respective charges.
Stewards a) Meet.
Dr. Blackard has called the dis-
trict stewards to .ineet in Broadway
Methodist church Priday at 1 o'clock.
the trustees of the district par-
sonage are called to meet at the dis-
trict parsonage Friday at 10 a. in.
Paducah Ufologen',
Dr. W. T. Rolling is expected to
arrive In Paducah Saturday to fill
hie pulpit on Stinday, but will not be
able to move his family before next
week. Dr. Newell and his family ex-
pect to leave the latter part of this
week for their new home, Browns-
ville, Tenn.
The press telegrams from the con-
ference at Ripley mated that Dr. J.
W. Filackard, presiding e!der of the
Paducah district, was selected to
preach the sermon os Sunday after-
noon Immediate :y preceding the or-
dination of elders_ This is always an
especial honor. Bishop Duncan
pretched the morning sermon.
The Rev J H. Evans, who last
MINISTERS BACK
FROM CONFERENCE
Presiding Elder Pleased With
The Prospects.
Tactility-two Pamort. in Diorite Un-
der Dr. illackard-St.uards
Called Together.
QUARTERLY MEETING DATES
- New York. Nov. 21.-Thrrough the
arrest of Mrs eVilhemine. Rek4t the
pollee claim they have brought In
light one of the most revolting talc*
of infant Murder in the history of
the eity. The enma.n Is charged with
having killed at least a down "tin-
canted" new bnrn babies and burned
the bodice, in a kitchen stove. She Is
held in the Tombs without ball.
Pope Receiver; Threats.
Rome, Nov. 21.-The pope has re-
ceived personal letters containing
threats that he will lie acwasainated
in the aiostnia palace as a protest
against the preeent organisation of
society. The anarchists, it is added.
are ready to employ every means to
destroy all institutions supported bY
religious or by military forces.
Dock Verde are, Destroyed.
Trete:in, France, Nov. 21.. -The
main portions, of the dock yards here
burned teday. Fereign warshiPs in
comae of construction were Raved
with difficulty The loss amounts to
'levers! Million francs,
Itulidina Collapse*.
Rocatater, Nov, 21.-- Five per
son• were killed and eight eeverely
Injured this morning by the collapse
of a building in (ourse of erection at
Kodak park. Some of the injured
colt Of the, father on the girl, bnt,illay die.
The Rev. J. W. Blackard, D. D.,
the Rev. T. J. Newell, D. D., the
Rev. T. J. Owen and the Rev. J. W.
Ward low reached home yesterday af-
ternoon from Ripley, Tenn., where
they had been attending the annual
session of the Memphis conference.
They expressed themselves as hav-
ing had a delightful sesston of the
conference and that Ripley's hospi-
tality was unbounded, each preacher
and delegate feeling he had the best
home In the conference.
Dr. Blackard, who is returned. for
hie second year as presiding elder of
the Paducah district. When" risked by
a reporter for The Sun as to the out-
look for the new year in the dis-
trict and its personnel. expressed
himself as "delighted with each of
the 22 preachers secured to man the
Paducah district this conference
year. They are all faithful and suc-
cessful workers and we are planning
for a great year for Methodism In
the•dkittlet this year."
B. B Steele, Livingston county,
2e, and Birdie Doom, Livingston
22
Chitties Levan. 25, to Rena Late
tout, 22, Charleston. o.
Luther Duffy, 22. to Rosie Wilson,
16, colored. of Oaks Station.
Count Boni In Vaudeville.
New York, Noy. 21.--A theatrical
firm has cabled Count Boni de Cas-
tellane an over of $30,000 weekly
to demonstrate big swordsmanship in
vaudeville.
It's almeat as easy to achieve fool-
fehewee. as It is to he horn foritiett.
The stralgte and narrow path isn't
wide enough for ereeked people
Quite is mithbar of the flied stars
show up on the Amerlean flag.
He who lives for self. and Pelf
is a nuceeresfei failure.
Mani a men who owes his succees
In ' owe much at that.
  • -•••••••••••••••••7••:;••••••-•.-.4.--2
New Things
In Neckwear
Just In
50c
Just in today, right
from the east, we have
a big assortment of the
latest creations in neck-
wear, four-in-hands, As-
cots, Bat Wings and
Puffs. They come in all
the new shadings so pop-
ular this season, chief
among which is the Egg-
Plant Purple, a very
unique conceit which
should be seen.
And we have Tobacco
Browns, Scotch Plaids,
Blues, Blacks, Red,
Green and the whole list
of the new colors.
These tics are excep-
) tional values at the price.
C
50c
415 41 *ROAD co-
•••• ,•••••••.••-•••,...•••••,-.4••••••••.„.
 •
for 50 years right In this conference.
He was a. pastor of the Broadway
Methodist church, Paducah. some
thirty years ago, and he and his wife
have a number of friends here.
The Rev. W. P. Hamilton, who had
the Woodville circuit last year and
was at Third street, Paducah, sev-
"Oral years ago, was given the Min-
'IMMO Marge in the Memphis dis-
trict.
Quarterly Meeting*.
Following is the assignment of
quarterly meetings for the first
quarter:
Reediand circuit, at Reedland De-
cember 1 and 2: Third street, Decem-
ber 2 and 3: Lone Oak, at Masser-.
December 8 and 9; Lovelaceville. at
Owen's Chapel, December 10; May-
field, December 16 and 17; Broad-
way, December 22 and 23: Briens-
burg, at Glibertiville, December 29
and 30; Trimble street, December
30 and 81: Mayfield. at Wright's,
January•5 and d; Wingo, at Wham
January 6 and 7: Sedalia. at Payne's
Chapel, January 8; Farmington, at
Farmington, Jannary 9; Oak Levet,
at Symsonia, January 12 and 13:
Clinton at Salem, January 19 and
20; Clinton Station, January 20;
Spring Hill, at Shiloh, January 21:
Millburn at Sharon, January 23;
Bardwell Station, January 24 and
25; Arlington, at Berkley, January
26 and 27; Barlow and Wickliffe, at
Wickliffe, January 27 and 28: La
Center at la Center, February 2
and 3: Woodville, at Bandana. Feb-
ruary 3 and 4.
rest had the charge of Greenfield:
ITecin , where the Rev. W. W. Atifirsedng goes, was granted a 'emeriti-nuated relation at his own request.
Dr. Evans is 73 years of age and has
ENGLAND SAYS
NO ALUM
IN FOOD
In England and France the Sale
of Alum Baking Powder is pro-
hibited by law because of the in-
jurious effects that follow its use
The law in the District of
Columbia also prohibits Alum
in food.
You may live where as yet you have no protection
The only sure psyttetion against Alum in your Baking
Say plaildraw
against 'Alum
Powdet is to
RoyA BAKINGmill POWDER
ROYAL is made from Absolutely pure Cream of Tartar,--a pure Grape
product. • Aids digestion-adds to the healthfulness of food.
PADUCAH ON AN
ISLAND IN A LAKE
e
(Colitlnu. 41 (row 3.-40.
GIVEN CAMPBELL
„....fDIED hi IMF:NIA IN ST. LOUIS
--haws‘lsswirr.------
and that section wilt base a twenty -
minute schedule. At this time of the
year the traffic on that part of the
line is light, And the same number of
care operated in the summer cannot
be operated now except at a lows.
We. of course, meet ,try to operate
all the Sines at a profit, and if we did
ruin a full schedule there now la order
to make both emis meat, the service
would have to be curtailed at another
point.
"In the gas and electric lighting
')htita' and otherwlee on the street
railway system we have not expert.
enced any great trouble with the bad
weather, though continued rains prob
ably will affect us."
Traction Lines 0. K.
The Paducah Traction company
reports little damage, The only pla-
ces where the track Is bad are where
new tracks have been hilt and the
raettling is so slight that no material
'inconvenience is felt. The fill trackson Caldwell street sank three inches
but cam still run over them.
FIII SlippIng. 4
The constant rains settled the
new Caldwell street fill and this
mornine it broke and the edges slip-
ped down more than a foot. A big
crack threatens to widen and slide
half the fill on each side away. Street
department laborers are reinforcing
props to hold the dtrt in place.
'ti 1000.1 to City 41.300.
*Peet inapeetur Alonzo f)illott ea-
Uneaten the damage done to the
Meek' by the rains to be $5410. All
been preaching without interruption 
the-
 fills have been lniered-
The principal Inconvenience has
reeulted front the stopping up of the
sewer from Harahan's addition. This
viewer emptiem into Bradathew creek.
The water tieing unable to run off
through the ?ewer has flooded
Twelfth *freer and Monroe street so
that the reeidente in that neighbor-
hood have to wade through eight in-
ches of water to reach high ground
f•I
He who Goes not get his education
front everything gets It from nothing.
The most heavenly things on earth
are every-day virrues.
_
YOU DON'TsNoVE TO WAIT
Every dose makes you feel better. Las -Nos
keeps soar whole insides right. Sold nu the
aseisey-haek ptaa everywhere. Price So tat%
• Relief for Rhenmat fem.
These damp days are hard tin pen-
Ole afflicted with rheumeelem, *and
relief is tiOnght in all, sorts of reme-
dies.
There is no doubt in the minds of
people whO have suffered with the
dread disease and those who have
studied it closely that probably more
relief can be secured from the Osteo-
pathic treatment than any other.
Of course, some chronic cases
won't yield to any treatment, but in-
stances of cases of seven and eight
Years' standing yielding to three
months' treatmentwean be cited. If
you are suffering of rheumatism, I
sherild IIICE115 41-0Ufer your ease with
you, examine you and tell you what
I can do for you. With the dry hot
air treatment that I use with oeteo-
Vette' I am having very gratifying
success with people you know well.
Dr. O. R. Froage, 5.16 Broadway.
Phone 14%17.
PADUCAH ON AN
ISLAND IN A LAKE
11'ell Known eletither cd Haw, Confed-
erate Veteran ant! l'inuaninent
Cif izen--His
Hon. Given Campbetl, ene of the
widest known attorneys and politi-
cians is this section of the country,
died In St. Louis at 8 o'clock last
night, the result of an operation a
few months ago. News of his death
reached Paducah in a telegram to his
brother, Hon. James Campbell, Sr.
He was born In Salem, .Ky., 71
years ago, and studied law ender his
father an attorney of great reputa-
tion. He served in the Confederate
army during the Civil war and when
over came to PaJecah. After a few
years residence here he moved to
St. Louis, where he took up the
practice of law. He was Identified
with some of the biggest political
moves in Mentodri, but did -not per-
sonally seek office. He was a power
in his party and was closely identi-
fied with municipal officers in St.
Louis.
Several years ago he. retired and
came to Paducah to spend the re-
mainder of his life, lie purchased
the Noble property in .Arcadia and
built a handsome house. He
has since been dividing his
time between Paducah and Si, 1.01116.
When he left St. Louis for Paducah
the bar in S Louis to show its ap-
preciation, tem.Iered him one of the
biggest bang eta ever given in St.
lames.
He was a man of means. He own-
ed property In St. Louis and real es-
tate here. He was owner of the
Campbell building at Fifth street
and Broadway.
He was operated on several
months ago. The operation was a
success and . the patient
was about to leave for Florida when
he was tal-en suddenly Ill after ap-
parently recovering from the op-
eration. Death came quickly.
He is survived by his wife, a
daughter, Mrs. Albert Evans, of St.
Louis, an two sons, the latter one
a promin physician in St. Louis,
Dr. Given Campbell, Jr., and the
other, James Campbell, Jr., an at-
torney in St. Louis. He is survived
by his brother Judge James Camp-
bell, of this city, and his sisters,
Mesdames Mary Alexander, Florence
Moequot and David M. Flournoy,
Sr., sisters.
Mr. James Oampbell, Sr., left this
morning for Pt. Lonis to make ar-
rangements for the funeral. The rel-
atives! here have not heard whether
wheee.11 be burled 1n Paducah or St.Lou is
Married in Hotel.
Mr. Robert Steele and Mies Bordie
Dooms, both prominent young people
of Inks, were married this attorithoit
at 1 o'clock in the parlors of the New
Richmoted House by the ,Rev. J. R.
Nelson, of Rig Sandy, Tenn They
were accompanied here by Mr. John
Johnrion and Miss Nannies Savage, of
Nita.
Suir-ribe for The Sun.
(('ontinued from page one.)
the rains on the new roadbed between
Paducah and Cairo. North of the
Oleo via Brookport, the I. C rtirorts
no damage so far.
Switchmen Half illecimming.
The south yard office act on an is-
land last nioht and part of the morn-
ing. Switching was hampered and
switchmen waded in water nearly up
to their knees.
Pay Train Delayed.
Employee crn the Louisville divis-
len.of the 1-11inbie Central road know
how to appreciate "Old Mother Feceb-
bard's:: predicament when see made
her famous vista to the empty cup-
board. They have been delayed In
reetiving their pay Weal:roof the tied
up 'condition of the road in the south
holding the payecar.
This morning at 6 o'clock the I. C.
psy car came to Paducah from the
south four days late. It was tied up
'with other trains south of the Ohio
and for nearly a week omployea east
of Paducah have been patientle asviatt-
log the car's arrival Trainmaater 1.
E. McCabe elect up the diyisiou on
the pay car to intapeet the Paditeab
district. Little damage bets been done
en his district. end he is taking pre-
cautions against a possible washout.
Track Walkers Out,
The Illinois Centoal has in It, em-
ploy an extra force of track walkers
on constant duty. They are put to
work in stifle In districts, where
washouts ere possible, to keep a close
wattet on the road hod and report ane
defect noted. The; will entail a
great expense on the road but the
precaution is necessary.
Eight igi rt Wi(tArratinTrs Imt h 
Out.
ented
crew, are at work on (be 44,St;
I. road today repairleg damage clone
by the homey rains. Two train* are
working between Lexington and W11-
dersvilie, Tenn., an six between hex-
in•gt on and Summon/411e, Tenet.- Chief
Dispatcher Harry Johnston ted. at
noon that only work trains are on the
division. The damage done by rains
before last night had been partly re-
paired, hut leet night all the repairs
made were waehed mit again. The
road hopes to be running trains reg-
ularly tomorrow.'
H. C. Hollins/. Says
Real estate Yalta,* all overatte United
States have increased thirty-three and
flve-tentha per cent from little to
1905. That's over eight per vent a
year, you know. rad ueah, which ham
nearly doubled in population in the
last seven years, la certainly in lino
for this 'big Increase., See Hollins.
the real estate and insurance man,
and fet in on thbommendelloor. 127
13 Mit telephora nuereber. H. C. Hot-
lins, Trueheart bruliding
Put Up, or Shut Cp.
Minneapolis, Nov. 21.-The 011gOr
t Iv• council of the American Len,
eration of Lattor was today told on
the floor of the convention by a wo-
man delegate that it was time for it
to "put up or shut up" on the ques-
tion of organising women workers
I; II safer to do biteIncese with a
riled multi than an unloaded gnu.
•
4
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LEVY'S COAT SALE
That is now on is Certainly putting lots of Coats in the dif-
ferent homes of Paducah. It is mighty hard to resist buying
one, because the stock is larger, the assortment is greater and
the prices are lower than ever before.
Coat Prices From $4.98 Up
BrOadway
311
_
tril 317
Broadway
317 Broadway
 ees
e
Leaf I LINES.
-Dr. Gilbert, Osteopath. s400 1-8
Broadway. Phone 196.
-Wade Brown, deputy United
States maritime yesterday arrested
Gay Walker, one of the three, In-
dicted for shooting a pistol into a
rural route mail box near Benton.
He readily furnislied ball in the sum
of $100.
-Ask your grocer eardware deal-
er or druegist for G. L. Gray Coes
soot destroyer.
-Turkey shooting matches have
begun and many rifle marksmen are
practicing hard to get a bird for the
mere cost of an entrance fee Into the
matches.
-Dr. J. V. Voris, dentiat. 200
Fraternity building.
---Henry M. Rosa, a former em-
ploye of the Paducah Furniture com-
pany. Is now in charge of a big fur-
niture company In Riverside, Cal..
where he went, some time ago to re-
side.
-It is now time to pi-ant fall
bulbs for spring blooming. We have
all kinds. C. L. Bronson & Co., 529
Broadway.
-The committee on arrangements
for the Elks memorial services has
selected Hal S. Cerbett orator of
the day, Judge Emmet ,Bagby. eulo-
gist, the Rev. David C. Wright to
pronounce the invocation and bene-
diction, and Emmet Maltby, Jr.; to
arrange the musical features.
-The Sun office vs prepared to
furnish the very latest things in en-
graved or printed calling cards and
Invitations of any sort, and is mak-
ing special prices now.
-The Rowiandtown and Mechan-
icsburg circuits of street lights were
operated with one of the new dyna-
mos last night. New street lights
were used and they are said to have
given the best of satisfactioh. The
new lights are being put In place of
the old as fast as possible and the
business district will come next. -
-The most complete line of
Our
Pure Gum
Seamless
1-lot Water Bottles
and
Fountain Syringes
Are guaranteed to stand the
text of time. They are soft
end pliable and strong and
have no seams to come un-
glued Quality and durability
considered, our rubber goods
are the cheapest in town. We
have the biggest line.
R. W. WALKER CO.
leesteerstet
CORUOGIST8
amidst Mt Nils! 171
Night Bell at Side Door.
fancy stationery for Christmas to be
found in the city is at Th• Sun office
at prices from 40c up.
-On account of the weather the
transfer of inmates -fromlthe old to
the new county poor house will eot
nTia-G-TOT several weeks. -Not all
the furnishings have arrived.
--Kindling, kindling, kindling, at
Biederman's.
-Street lights In the business
district were out last night due to
the burning of a pole at Third and
Washington streets. A span wire ig-
nited the pole. necesetating the
turning off of electricity until the
defect rou:d be remedied.
-Ask for G. L. Gray Co.'s soot
destroyer and he bothered with no
more soot. For sale' at Jake Bieder-
man Grocery Co.
--Middle Vaughan, colored, aged II,
died at 1003 Washington etrest last
night of fever. The body was buried
this afternoon at !tee o'clock in Oak
Grove cemetery.
- -A single or two-letter mono-
POLICEMAN WINS
BIG DAMAGE SUIT
Verdict For Defendant In The
Suit Against Terrell
Judge Evanm Hastening Through the
Dot•ket in Federal Court This
Afternoon.
THE Tis:LIOPPION111 INJUNtel'ION.
The jury in the federal court re-
turned a verdict today for the defend-
ant in the case of William Foster
against Thad Terrell.
The present term of federal court
will likely come to a close tonight.
The last important nee on the docket
will come tbis•afternoon, ane it is
thought Judge Evans will hold a
night passion to finish bulginess.. Al
ready he has been kept one day long
se than usual.
Today the principal case tried was
that against Patrolman Thad Terrell.
flied by William Foster, colored. Fos-
ter wants $10,000 damages tor al-
leged had treatment at the hands of
the policeman. Terrell arrested Fos-
ter on Christmas day soon after the
riot caused by William Tice, colored.
shooting Patrolman James Clark.
Insurance Case On.
This afternoon teetimony is bet et
heard in the ease of F. G. Rudolph
guardian of lone Rose, against the
interstate Life Insurancecommis>
of Indianapolis The girl is the
daughter of H. A. Rose. who waft
killed by H. H. Loving. The commute
on technical grounds refused payment
of two $5,000 policies to the girl The
suit is for the payment or three Pol-
icies.
 The East Tennessee Telephone
company's injunction suit agalaat tee
city will likely be tried. late this af-
ternoon or eight. -
In the case of E. E. Bell against
the Imperial Wheel company the
plaintiff's motion for a new trial
was overruled. He introduced a Pe-
tition for the filing of an assignment
of errors. •
The case of H. M. Ross, adminis-
trator nt le. R. Isehttwe -against the
Illinois Central, was continued.
In the ease of the First National
bank of Marion. Ill., against the E.
Rehkopf Saddlery company, John
Rehkopf and E. Rehkopt. a judg-
ment for $5.033 33, with a 1500 at-
torney's fee to be taxed as coma. was
entered.
in the ease of William Dudley
against the Illinois Central, a judg-
gram and two quires of the best ment for the defendant was entered.
grade of linen paper for $1 is 'us' t Dudley was a flagman and at Cera-
m" of theirs" splendid offe
rings lean Springs In August, 1904, was
In this lin* t The Sun office. struck In the bead by a water tank
-A business meeting of the Ever- spout and his skull fractured. He
green Grove Woodnsen of the World. sued for $10,000 damages.
will be held at the hall The case of Minnie Tice against
tomorrow afternoon after which a Patrolman Aaron T. Hurley was
react lunch wet be served. All mean- continued She sues for $5.000
bees are urged to attend,
damages for false arrest.
-Fog- ire phone 2916. Prompt at-
tention to all orders. Winter and
Rummer. Wee Flowers lee Co., suc-
cessor to H. A. Petter
-Born to Mr. and Mrs. Jeff
Read, of South Third- Meet, a son
-Five hundred score cards for
sale at The Sun office-twenty-flee
cents each.
-Captain T. J. Moore found a
sum of money this morning and own-
er can get same by applying to him
and paying for this advertisement.
If you have just a dollar to
spend for Christmas for a young
lady friend, come see the two quires
monogram paper The Sun sells for
the price.
$1.50 books for 50c, the most un-
equaled offer ever made, the Rose of
Old St. Louis, Darrell of the Blewee
Isle, The Man of the Hour, Dorothy
South Her Mountatn Lover, Cape
Cod Folks, all go at this price, while
they- last at R. D. Clements & Co.
-Order visiting cards for your
friends for Christmas now, so as to
be sure you will get them. Over 50
style: prices from 81.50 up, at The
Sun office.
-Score cards for the game Five
Hundred for sale at The Sun office
at 25c.
-When you order a rig from ns
you are talking to one of the . pro-
prietors or capable ..erks (not a
driver or hostler) Who writes, files
and fills the order at appointed
time. Palmer Transfer Co.
-We eel kindling and 6. L.
Gray Co.'s soot deetroYer at Jake
Biederman Oro. and Bak. Co.
-- -10 rents buys a package of G. L.
Gray Co.'. soot destroyer. Ask your
grocer for it.
-See the Christmas boxes of
fancy stationery at The Sun office,
priced 40c up.
--Holly, holly, holly and holly
wreaths at Jake Biederman Gro. and
Bak. Co.
-City suescribers to the Daily
Sun who wish the delivery of thigh
papers stopped must notify our col-
!Wore or make their requests di-
rect to The Sun office. NO attention
In the case of Clark Alexander
at al against the Illinois Central the
plaintiff feed motion and reasons
for a new trial.
The case of J. Rateliff against the
Illinois Central was continued.
Derided for Defendant.
The case of E. E. Bell against the
Imperial Wheel company, of Fent.
Mich., for te,004 damages for breach
of conteu.t in a hickory timber deal,
was decided in fever of the defend-
ant on peremptory Instructions.
The ease of Meanie Tice, colored.
against Paterernan Aaron Hurley was
decided In favor of the defendant
The woman claimed that a buelet
from Hurley's revolver struck bet-
husband and caused his death. Tee,
the husband, was flagman In tb, gate
tower set Eleventh at root and Broad-
way, who barriesuled himself in the
tower and shot Patrolmen James
(lark when he went tip to arreet tee
negro for hreach of peace. Citizens
and severar patrolmen secured arms
end shot into tfie tower. Tice was
mortally wounded bet Made a dying
statement that he killed himself.
C. L. Welker and R. P. Warford
were excused as petit jurors.
Milliner-made men do not add to
the might of the church militant.
Wstaherwomen have a 'bare-knuckle
fight for existence.
Vinegar-faced persons make hut
few eonverts.
It's a *sort street that bats no beer
s1gn.
Morganfield man was rubbed and
killed by highwaymen.
Circuit court will convene at Bowl-
ing Green Monday.
Loterrille preacher awoke to find
burglars eloping with his clothes.
-------
will be paid to such orders when
given to our carriers. Sun Pub, Co.
Ie Gray Co.'s Root destroyer
is sold hy all greessre. hardware deal-
ers sad druggists.
1 People 1,1411Pi‘aseos4 Bren‘a
Brilliant Reception.
The reception given fast night by
Mr, a.nd Mrs David Lindsay VanCulin
at their home on South Sixth street,
in t•onatiliment to their guests, Mr.
and Mrs. Maurice B. Nash, Jr , and
Mrs, William Oregon Bonnie. of lent-
issille, was a very beautiful event
The house ware decorated through-
out with palette (erne, southern smi-
lax and white chrysanthemums, elab-
orating a color scheme of white and
green most effectively.
In the receiving line in the earlors
with Mr. and Mrs. VanCuen were:
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice R. Nash, Jr .
Mr. Will Webb, Mee William Ore-
gon Bonnie and Mr. Nolan VanCailin,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Thompson. Mr.
and Mrs. M. B, Mesh, Me ens! Mrs.
E. G. Boone, Me and Mrs %VIII Brad-
shaw. Jr., Miss Elisabeth Meth and
Mr. Douglas Nash.
Those receiving in the diningroom
and coffee room were: Mr anti Mrs.
James, Campbell, Jr.. Mr. and Mrs. H
S. Wells, Mr. and Mrs. 11. E Thomp-
son, Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Richordson,
Mrs. C, H. Blaney, Mrs. Linneeus
Orme, Miss 1.11lie Mae Winstead, MI
Corinne Winstead, Mee Letitia Pow-
ell, Miss Elisabeth Sinnott, Mr. Wal-
lace Weil.
A delightful luncheon in the white
and green motif was *weed with
coffee Severe: hundred guests were
present.
Hand•Haasman Wedding.
The marriage of Miss Drusilla
Hand and Mr. Frederick Haasman
wag quietly solemnized this morning
ar$ o'clock at the parsonage of the
: Francis de Sales Catholic church,
Rev. Father H. W. Jansen performed
the ceremony, which was witnessed
only hs the family and most intimate
friends. There were no attendants.
leer beideseimaked.--eassweialese
lug in *a stslish suit of grey cloth
with hat to harmonise.
immedtately after the ceremony
Mr. and Mrs. Haasman left on bri-
dal tour and will be at home on
their return 1442 West Broadway.
Woman's Club to Meet Friday.
The Woeusies club will meet Fri-
day afternoon at 3:20 o'clock la the
dining room Of (be Palmer House.
All members and prospective mem-
bers are asked to be present. The
committees on nominations and con-
stitution and by-laws will report and
the organization of the club 7111 be
completed.
Evening Card Party to Visitors.
Mr and Mrs Hubbard S Wells
will entertain Thursday evening at
cards complimentary to Mr. and
Mrs. Maurice B. Mesh, Jr., and Mrs.
William Oregon Ronnie, of Louis-
ville, the guests of Mr and Mrs. Da-
vid L. Van Celle.
Serried at Maxon.
Miss Sally Quarters of Maxon,
end Mr. Charles C. Majors. of liop
kinsvilie, were married this morning
in Maxon. They are hoth well known
In their respective towns. The gee
W. P. Hamilton performed the cere-
mony
Afternoon Bridge Party.
Mrs. H. K. Thompson is entertain-
ing this afternoon at bridge whist,
In imam., of Mrs. Maurice Nash, Jr_
and Mrs. William Oregon Bonnie, of
Louisville.
Home Mission Society.
Important meeting of the Rome
Mission society of the Broadway
Methodist church, Is called for to-
morrow (Thursday I afternoon at
2:30 o'clock at the cnurch. All the
members are urged to be present.
Mite Society.
The Ladies' Mite society of the
Evangelical church sell meet tomor-
row afternoon with Mrs. Harry Mey-
ers, Third street and Broadway.
Standard flub.
The Standard club entertained
with a delightful euchre last night
at the club rooms on Broadway.
Five Hundred flub.
Mrs. John W. Kerer is hostels to
MEMORY IS MONEY
TO THE TAX PAYER
You are hereby respectfully note
'Vied that the last half of your city
tax bill is now due. This friendly re-
minder is to guard you against for-
getfulnes and may save you a 10
per cent penalty.
You are cordially invited to the
city treasurer's office at your earli-
est convenience, that you may avoid
the crowd and delay of the last day.
Very truly yours,
JOHN J. DORIAN,
City Treasurer.
the Five Hundred club this after-
noon at her home on West Broad-
say.
card Party at Hotel Craig.
Ni:.s Helen Stone entertained a
number of her friends most pleas-
antly at euchre last ntgnt in the psi-
bra of the Hotel Craig.
Mr. B. Wheeler, foreman of the
local Illinois Central jacking track.
has gone to Baltimore, Md.. to visit.
('ontractor George Weikel left
this morning for Clarksville. Tenn..
where he has the contract for the
new snuff factory to be erected
there.
Mrs. Anna Kennedy left yester-
day for a visit In Si. fouls.
Mrs. Donald Taylor, of Fulton.
and Miss Catherine Taylor, of Ten-
nessee, are expected in a few days to
visit Mrs. W. B. Mills, of West Jef-
ferson.
Mrs. James English and son re-
turned yesterday to Fulton after vis-
iting Mrs. Fred Rudy.
Mrs. Clarence Bennett, of North
Sixth, is visiting her mother, Mrs. G.
H. Bransford of Fulton.
National Bank Examiner R. D.
Garrett was here yesterday from
Princeton
G. M. Green, inspector of steam-
at hulls and boilers, arrived here
ye erday from Nashville.
Miss Cora Graham, of Mayfield. is
visiting Mrs. Herman Graham, of
Were Jefferson.
Mrs. Samuel Penn. of Wickliffe, is
visiting Mrs. W. I.. Andrews, of
North Fifth street.
Mr. Hugh Boyle has gone to Daw-
son Springs.
Miss Mary Strong, of Shawnee-
town. Ill. is visiting the family of
Me... William Cremeens, 914 Trimble
atreet.
Miss Ida Roos. of Chicago. has re-
turned home after visiting her broth-
er. Mr. Edward Roos, on Jefferson
street,
Frank McKay has returned sees
slatting 5.4 .5.lar i.& 1 outs 
Mr and Mrs Thomas P Smith. of
Chicago. are the enemas of Mr and
Mrs. Saunders Fowler at Edeewood.
Corn shuckers are scarce in Hen
dersoo count!
Aged negro woman was burned to
death at Carlisle
Hendersene new pumping *agree
will cost $28,000.
Diphtheria and scarlet fever are
epidemic at Elisa-bethtown
Hickory nut erop in western Ken-
tucky is great.
Grand jury will 1-neettigate Slone
ono fire at Louisville.
TODAY'S MARKETS
Wheat- Opee Gloss
Dec.  73% 731,4
May  79'4 78%
U01111.
Dec. 42'4 42%
May  435',i 431,4
Oats-s
Der  33% 33,%
Perk-
Jan.  14.73 14 . 77
Clettos--
Dee  10.08 10.36
r 
 10.12 10 . 42 
10.30 10.39
Stocks-,
IC.  1.74%
L. &N.  1 .47 % 1.48%
U. P.  1 . 87 % 1.. 8R %
.Rdg.  1.47% 1.41
St. P.  1.117 1.86%
Mo. p.  94% 94%
Penna.  1.39% i.40'%
Cop.  1.13% 1.13%
Stud.  1.34 1.54%
Lead.  75% 75%
T. C. I.  1.40 1i 1 . 38 es
C. F. I.  53% 54%
1. S. P. •  1 .05 es 1.%
U. 8.  45% 48%
Local Markets.
Dressed Chickens- 20e to 40e.
Eggs--25c doe
Butter-20c lb.
Sweet Potatoes--eer 50ss,
Country Hams-13c lb
Irish Potatoes-Per hu. 60c.
Green Sausage--6c lb.
Sausage-10c M.
Country Lard-12c lb
Tomatoes-25c gallon.
Peaches-10e basket.
Resins-Zee gallon.
Butterbeans--10c. quart.
Celery -60e dozen
Grapes-9Jc basket.
Parsnips--$1.00 bu.
Green Tomatoes-50c basket
Turnips-Three for 10c.
Lettuce-10e.
PADITCAR GRAIN MARKET.
Wheat---68c bit
Corc-$0c bn.
New Corn- 35e bu.
Hay-From jobbers to retail deal-
era-Strict grades. Choice Tim,
$18: No. 1 Tim, $17.50, No Tim.,
$17. Fancy northern clover $17.
Prom country wagooe at Public QUAr
aVaa.\\%\aa %%•00.0.N% a% %\a'aaNa 
a•
Hundreds of Homes
Are heated with Hart's  Aiumi7
num oil heaters---They are d
thing of beauty, a joy forever
Not to know about an Oil
Heater as a means of re-
ducing the coal bills it to
be without a knowledge ot
one of the best methods
of home heating. Not to
know the Aluminum Oil
Heater is a pitty, as it is
one of the perfect systems
of heating. They are per-
fectly safe, don't smell and
heat to a finish on little oil.
PRICES TO FIT
GEO. 0. HART &ISONS CO.
%%%%%%%%%%%%% e a'4.% Ne. 'S Nee's. 'Se \\\\\\N,
ITP.9.
NOW 18 THE accepted time for
foci to look about your fire and torna-
do Insurance, as fall and winter are
coming. Remember the old and re-
liable Friedman Insurance Agency.
Office No 128 South Third street. Of-
fice telephone No. 940. Residence
phone No.. 1581. We. rapreseat some
of the oldest and best insurance roue
pante., which are paying their lossel
promptly. We protect your interests,
and you better be safe than sorry.
Give us a eel.
WANTED-Good boy to do house
work. Apply at The Sun office.
-CLEANING and pressing neatly
done. Jas. Duffle. Old phone 936.
HOUSE FOR RENT-- Tenth and
Jones street. J. R. McLean.
-"BOARDERS wanted. Apply 1211
Kentucky avenue.
WANTED--Two goodsoleltorn.
Great Pacific Tea sod Coffee Co,
-:NICE front room for rent, with or
without heard. 726 Jefferson.
FOR RENT -Nice (Varnished room
with board at 626 Kentucky avenue
FOR SALK --Seems, -hand -se fa".
Agee) 20:, South Third street.
FOR RENT five room cottage
with bath. 319 Routh Fourth street.
Apply H. M. Orme. 321 South Fourth.
ONE nicely furnished room for
rent. Bath and all modern conven-
Nuclei, 918 Broadway.
roil RENT-Five room cottage,
with bath 1036 Madison street. Ap-
ply Dr. P. H. Stewart.
-11A-111- RENT-:-fitiin-ished or un-
faradihed rooms, with or without
board. Apply 415 Kentucky avenue.
FOR HAMBIAGERS and Hot Ta-
males go to "Shorty's" 111% South
Third or 127 North Fourth.
A-Tafti. 18 to 211 can find a
good home at 12108 Jackson street.
References wanted. '
---ffitKORY VirOOD--Phones, Old
442, New 598. Delivered promptly.
IC. Bell & Sons. _
FOR ReNT 'Arse room hem*.
No. 10341 Monroe street. Apply F.
M. Fidler.
WANTED;2-Furnlitied- for
light housekeeping. Address Wolff's
Jewelry store.
FOR RENT-One nice furnished
room. Modern con reilienfee. 121
North Seventh. 'Phone 10141.
-FOR RENT m --1R -ioo hotse
South Fifth street, $22 50, 11.
Hollins. 'Phone 127.
FOR RENT -Three room cottage
on North Twelfth street. Apply F
M. Fishes.
on
C.
FOR RENT-Hooms with or with-
out bath. 126 South 4th street, also
furnished rooms. Arfply 304 North
Sixth street. Old phone 1111.
WANTED---Boys with-wheels for
messenger service. Aerie at once.
Weetern Union Telegraph Co., 209
Broad way.
WANTED--To buy farm land. H.
C. Hotline Real Estate and General
Insurance, Traeheart building. Tel-
ephone 127,
FOR RENT Jan 1.-Thed floor
over R. W. Walker & Co. drug store,
lty medlum to very poor, IA to $1/ 1 Fifth anti Broadway 417(111 feet. D.,
FOR SALE One bedroom suit.
two dining room suits, odd Meets.
couch, kitchen stove, several beds
izeti-diseree -61"1“14"11 ,--
FOR RENT-4(min with bath at
609 1-2 Broedway. Suitable for one
or two gentlemen. Apply Walker's
drug store. Fifth and Broadway.
ONE nicely furnished rooni for
rent with all modern convenience".
Gentlemen preferred. Inquire at
No. 713 Kentucky avenue.
SEND your clothes to the Fault-
less -Preestuget-hree-eseeie --feresideserse -
Drake & Browder. proprietors Both
phones 1507.
J. Z. MORGAN. blacksmith, 40-i
8, Third. Old phone 457. Superior
work guaranteed. Exclusive agent
for fibre stone side wire tires, the
best rubber tires made.
CONTRACTOR WEIKEL-eMascei
ry and concrete work a specialty.
(Mire 126 South Fourth, Phew, 490.
Residence phone 1237. Prompt at-
tention to all estimates.
FOR SALE OR TRADE- Grocers
doing business of $3,000 monthly.
-lean stock. Good beret house will
he rented to purchaser. Will trade
for farm or city property. Address
Z. care Sun.
AT ONCE- Several Young men to
prepare for coming Kentucky exami-
nations for railway mail clerks Per-
manent position. Good salaries. Ds
served pronmtions. Many appoint-
ments. No experience necessary. 289
Inter-state Bldg: Cedar Rapids.
Iowa.
Whistle. Instead of bells, will
sound Owenseorses fire alarm.
Imagination doth make liars of
all.
Many a !teeny-haired girl has a
cloudy disposition.
The hardest work an industrious
man can do is nothing.
Tots of men are (allures because
they 'never atjeinpt anything. ,
A model man never has circa/eon
to pose as a horrible example
lie weho sheers, others
fear for himself.
need not
THE BIG FOUR
( New 1 ork t enteral Lines.)
THE REST LINE TO
NDIANAPOLIS,
PEORIA,
CHICAGO
And all points In (means and
Michigan.
TOLEDO,
DETROIT,
CLEVELAND,
BUFFALO.
NEW YORK,
BOSTON
And all points East.
Infoenistion cheerfully furnished on
application at Cite Ticket office "Iiie
Four Route," No. see Ponrie Ave., Of
write to
8. J. OATHS,
Get! Agt. Passenger Department,
Louisville. Ky.
B. J. RHEIN.
paokton tor Tatou' mixtures, A. Yeiser. 
atsa. Pass. Agee . • (eaclanail, (1,
1le
:web .11
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Backache, "The Blues"
()Both Symptoms of Organic Derangement in
Women—Thousands of Sufferers Find Relief.
Mrs. J roes
How often do we hear women say: "It
seettei as though my back would break,"
or "Isart speak to me, I am all out of
aorts•'? 'clice- significant re [narks prove
that the system requires attention.
Backache and " the blurs- are direct
syrnputins of au inn artl trouble which
will sooner or later declare itself. It
may be caused by diseaaed kidneys or
some derangement of the organs.
Nature requires assistance and at mice.
and Lydia E Pinkkanaa Vegetable t trio-
pound instantly aeserbilts curative
powers in all those peeuliar ailments of
women. It hex been the ••tandby of
intelligent American women for twenty
years, and the best judges agree that
it is the most universally 'accrue
hal remedy for woman's ills known to
medicine.
Read the con•ir.t.ing testimonials of
Mrs. Holmes and Mrs. totrt;s.
Mrs. J.(' H ol mem of Lariat...re. North
Dakota, writes:
Dear Mrs Itinkham:—
•• hay...suffered everything with backache
sad female trouble—I let the tystutikt run on
until my system was in such a tondftIon that
1 was tumble to be shoat, sad than it was I
commenced to was Lydia Pinkhame Vege-
table Ceimponad. If I had only known how
==liI would have aaved I 'honk'MOOS sooner—tor • few
wee& treatment mole am well and streetMy heck& 'hes sad headsets, ate all gees and
asitsr no paia at me moathiv periods, tap I kink_ f pits _JE 
ofupvtIllel I suffered intense pain.
Mrs Emma Cotrely, 109 East 12th
Street, New York City, writes
• Dear Mn.. Ninkharn:—
" I feel it lin • luty to tell all ve Tering women
of the relief 1 have found : -.bus /1.. Pink
•
5.
a
tee
- • .t. ik‘k
• --Se •-eis••.
Aes
mrnct Col rely
inun's Vegetable Compound. When loose
menced taking the Compound I suffered
everything with backaches., headaches, and
female troubles. I am completely cured and
enyty the host of health, and I owe it eU
to jon."
When women are troubled with irreg-
ular. suppressed or painful periods,
weaskness, d inpl well:Mats or ulceration.
that hearing-down feeling, inflionmar
tiro of the female organs, backache,
bloating (or flatulence), general de-
bility, iaciiiest on and nervous prostra-
tion.sor are beset with such symptoms
as dizziness, faintness, lasaitude, excit-
ability, irritability, nervouanesa, sleep-
lessness, melancholy, -all gone" and
" want-to-be-left-alone" feelings, blues
and hopelessness, they should remem-
ber there is one trial and true remedy.
Lydia, E. Pink ham's 'Vegetable com-
pound at once removes such troubles.
No other medicine has such a record
of entre of female troubles. No other
medicine in the world has received this
tt .l. spread and ninitialided endorse-
ment. Refuse to buy any subetitute.
PEER ADVICE TO WOMEN.
Remember. , woman is cordially
invited to write to Mrs. Pinkham if
there is anything about her symptoms
she does not understand. Mrs. Pink'
ham is the daughter-in-lave of L
cease, and for twenty-five years aim*.
her advice has been freely and cheer-
fully given to every ailing womaa who
asks for it. Her advice and medicine
have restored to health innumerable
women. Address. Lynn, Mass.
Ask Ws. Plakkases Ad‘lcs-A Wows Best Uslerstaldsa W's
The difference_between
---- relief and cure
All Physics Don't Care. \\ a physic
that does I.
tartly mean that auth treatment
Nearly all purgative waters, candied
end sugar coated pills will give temporary is
lief, but usually at a great cost to the health
Q.t.* prients.
Such preparations weaken the muscles of ti
stomach so much that it soon becomes r -
sarv for the patient to take a physic Is.•
can have a proper bowel movement.
Dr.CAldweMsurpitpsin
does not set upon the bowels like most
and cathartics. It contains such won
tonic properties that it FOOT erengthere.
the weakest strimach, so it can proy•rly an,
voluntarily perform its functions.
It is pleasant to take and never causes grip-
ing or pains of any sort.
Free sample bottle will he sent upon
receipt of postal card request to those who have never tried it.
All druuists sell Dr. Caldwell', S.!. rup Pepsin at 50c and fi.00 a bottle.
Mortar back If It doesn't eattefee
Pepsin Syrup Co. Monticello, Ill.
Hotel Marlborqugh
Broadway, 36th and 37th Sta., Herald Square, New York
•11
1/
• ••.10
• nee 's
Most Centrally Located Hotel on
Broadway. Only ten minutes W.,' k.
1(1 25 !railing theatre;. Conipler,
rrnoyatrd and tracdoresod in •
depanmcnt. Up-tn-datic in a'
sperms. Telenh tc- tail room
Four BeeutifiA Dining Rooms
with Capacity of 1200.
The Famous
German Restaurant
Woativeat'.. chief attraction for Spe-
cial coti Dishes and Popular Must.
tenses* Ilse. MS beets. XXI Laths.
P .es foe Ream S1.50 end auented. $2.00 •nd upward elth todi. Par ilae Bedeseeneed Rath$3.00 &at nreard. $1.00 erns whore ter person. occupy • Mastailaam.
 %MTV FOR 114515 1.11'. 
SWEENEY-TIERNEY HOTEL COMPANY
M TIF_RNEY. Mignarer
YOUR FIRST THOUGHT
When dwelling on the Pluming or Heating question h :
Who's the best to see? Ask your neighbor. Oftener than not
he will refer yon to
E. D. HANNAN
Plumbing. Heating. Oas Fitting
132 iwinuth Pt/mirth .33N Kentucky Ave.
fltls Phoners 201
1
FLAY IN HALLS fawieeseetellsw°4441411k1.4
tVlIMI.ItCE.
*OF HIGH scHooL Nataukal t suiresstiva for feta- Se
ieiC° EzPasigion Is Called.
41061111111110111101301611111111
Football Squad Is Losing No
Time to Practice.
Will Meet Fool Team From Hopkine-
a ille Friday seed Expect a
struggle.
014(41ESTR.V14 NEW SNYMETAItY.
Notwithstanding rain has falten al-
most steadily sim-e the latter part of
last week, the members of the High
school football team have not allowed
their muscles to deteriorate to auy
grtat extent because of the soggy
field for practiee. They have been
ut-i:faing the long ball on the third
fiber for practice. After the ttlemis-
sal of school It Is not used for any
purpose aed Prof. Payne gave the
boys permission to use it drrring the
inclement weather. Mainly the work
remelts of signal practice and a few
of the difficult Playa.
The High school team of Hopkins-
vine will perry the Tomil lade here
next Friday and' the bore are heel rams
of a letatts erewd. Although the
weather prevented airy game with
ilopkinsvi:le last Rotunda), still the
boys have an Me of what to eswt
from the visitors The teams are the
same weight, and, as the Hoptosa
tads are said to be fast, an interesting
game is promised
Left Half St. John is back In the
game and is now practicing regular-
I). He odds 'trestle* to the beck
field.
secretary of liwebristra.
Members of the High school orehos-
_Met eelershae ...altarauen et -the
close of whool sail elected Clark
liendoreot an tweeters.
Deaths From appendilettle.
decrease in the same ratio that the
UM' of Di. King's New hire Pills In-
creases. They have you from danger
and bring quick and painless release
from constipation and the ills grow-
ing out of It. Strength and vigor ai-
rs- 10110w their use. Guaranteed
by all druggists. 25e. Try them.
The Texas Wader
Cares all kidney, bladder and rheu
matic troubles, sold by J. 11 Oehl-
sch:aeger, an I oroadwry, Dr. E. W.
office 3926 Olive street, St.
Louts, Ho
A Mountain of Gold,
.11,d not bring as much haapiness to
4. Laois Wilke. of Caroline, Wis..
- did one 25c box of Bucklen's Ar-
a Salve when It completely curet
running sore on her leg, which hal
•tured her 23 long years. Greatest
!septic healer of Piles, Wooed'
Sores, 26c at all
%I.WAY% WAS SICK.h..0 a man say. he always was
•• k - -trniahled with a ,nuorh that lain -e.! all winter—what would you Walt
It hr intionld say he never was aleksince using liallarrbe Horehound i=ri
Sun h a man exist.. Mr. 3. C.
Denver, Col.. writes: -roil-year. I Weal
troubled with a severe cough thatwerita last all winter. This cough leftnit' in a miserable condition T tiledRenard's Horehound Syrup and haysnot had a sick day •Inee. That's whatit dld for
Sold by all de ingliets.
A monogram in one or two letters
In any color of ink, and two quires;
of MII)P-T for only a dollar, a special
for Christmas, at The Sun office.
THICIIR IS 1%0 HEASONWhy your baby should he thin. ant,fretful during the night. Worm. arethe 'muse Of thin, sickly bibles. It tonatnrat that • healthy baby should befat and "deep well. It your baby does
not retain Its food don't experimentwith colic cure, nod other medicine,list try a bottle of White's Cream Ver.mtfuge, and you will erten see your
baby have color and laugh as It should.Sold by all druggists.
A monogram in one or two letters
In any color of ink, and two quires
of Per for only a dollar, a special
for Christmas. st The Son Mike.
THERE•111 WO VOW
Talking, you can't beat ;terrible for theityer. The greatest regulator ever
offered to suffering humanity. If you
suffer from liver complaint. It von arebilious and fretful, it. your liver am,lierhino will plit It SI Its proper condi-tion. A positive cure for Constipation,
Billousnesa, Dyspepsia and all 111, dueto a torpid Deer. ;Try a battle and you•-• Anythirlyz r ;me
Pipe Time
Fall and Winter is the
Pipe season. We have
prepared for your every
want in this line.
OUR LINE OF PIPES
Both in Meersehanm and
Britt? ineludes all that ia
newest and hest 5e to $30
Recognizing the fact that the peo-
ple of all the states are deeply inter-
ested la measures designed to in-
(delete the consumption of our pro-
ducts abroad, the undersigned com-
mittee begs to annoance that a na-
tional convention for the purpose of
constdering and devising measures
for the enlargement of our foreign
trade and to promot3 the demand
abroad for the products of our farms,
workshop and mines, will be held in
the New Willard hotel, Washington,
D. C, beginning at 10:30 a. m., Mon-
day, January 14, 1907.
The obetaeles which have hamper-
ed our efforts to develop the coth-
merce of the United States with for-
eign countries are evident to every-
one familiar with that trade. That
those obstacles should be removed at
the earliest possible moment Is un-
questioned If we are to attain pre-
andnence instead of remaining, se
we are in the rear in the struggle
with Europe for foreign commercial
supremacy.
All national state and local ,asso-
elation* interested fu the objects of
the convention art' Invited to send at
least live delegates each. The gover-
nor in each state Is invited to ap-
point ten delegates to the coaves-
non and furnish them with a creden-
tion.
Each association represented in
the convention will furnish lie dele-
gates with a credential dilly certified
by tht preekient and secretary, •stat-
lag the number of members who are
entitled to vote in such amociatIon.
Each association having four or
more delegates In the copveation.
will, when division is demanded, be
entitled to east the number of votes
equaL-to the another' of Members
such association has certified to l•
its credential..
Each delegate appointed by the
governor of a state may, on all
questions where a division is de-
mended. cast one-tenth of the num-
ber of votes to which his state Is
entitled, and each state shall be en-
titled to one vote for eseh 20,000 of
inhabitants of such state aecordiag
to the national refISIIS of 1900.
A consideration of the subject of
the extension of our trade abroad
will inairest to every Informed bias-
Mesa man a *umber of topics. eat,
of which, although a part of the
whole, should he ' eonsidered sepa-
rately. Hach topic- to be Jineuese.f
and the insane of the speaker must
be in the hands of the committer on
or before Decernber 20. 1906. for
priating In the program
The committee has the very great
pleasure to annnanee that the Hon-
orable Elihu Root. secretary, of state
of the United States, has consented
to address the coaveetion and will
give It the benefit of his observa-
tions and experiences, and of the In-
formation acqnlreil on his recent
tonr of the South American coun-
tries.
Soliciting your en-operation and a
prompt response which may he ad-
dressed to the secretary.
Respectfully, Cornelius N. Bliss,
Franklin Murphy, Herman A. Metz,
Charlis A. Moore, William McCat-
rolI, Lewis Nixon, Henry W. .,Pee-
body. Charles A. Schieren. taidor
Straus, N. S. A. de Lima. chairman.
Special Committee of the New York
Board cf Trade and Transporta-
tion,
FRANK S. GARDNER. Secretary,
203 Broadway, New York City,
N. Y.
ifitimitatted Elam.
John Shaeffer, at Vi'lldwood, N. J..
has discovered that by feeding hens
lightning bugs you can induce them
to lay illuminated eggs.
Mr. Shaeffer. during Use height of
the lightning bug setwyn, gave t1vo
hens nothing else to nat. and oseh
day he got two eggs of 16-candle-
power etretiath.
By vent/thing the eggs he has pre-
set ved their etteregth, and he believes
the longer these' glowing eggs are
kept the stronger they IvIi4 grow.
PP) Painthng them •resl, blue or green
he found that he mild get as many
differelit colored lights. and moat
beautiful effects could be got be
stringing them In fentoons
He thinks that It bightninghugs
are fed to eetriehes lights large
enough for automobile' lenses can be
had, and will enter the industry ex-
tenelvely next season.—Exchange.
 NIL
OE CIADLIMITAIBLII
To your horses as well as to youreelf.
You need not sutler from stains of any
sort- your horse, need not suffer, Try
I bottle of Ballard's Snow Liniment.
It cures all pain,. J. M. Roberts.
Bakersfield, Mo., writes: "I have used
your Liniment for ten years and find
It to he the belt I Nave ever used for
man or beast."
Rohl by nil drnmorlists.
A small boy's Idea of good time
futilities a/I the Mimes his fnirenta
forbid him to do,
THOROUGHBRED
STALLION HERE
Will Be Placed By The Breed-
ers' Association.
Mork Being Done by ilierserwra to
prove the Breed at .%11 Parts
of US' Slate,
WITHOUT EXPENSE TO PFAW1.1-:
Mc(-Sarken count y Kobel-a\
benent by the action of the ,
Breeders' Protective a,-
which has offered to give to ex-
county a thoroughbred stallion..1-1,..
Louis P. Heed, representative ft's
this onuaty, bee been inform •
the offer and is sow in correspon.,,
with farmers of the county regardi•
the matter,
The rut:owing letter from joi.
Minute, editor of the Ker..
Farmer and Breeder. eilelains
"At Its annual meeting this
the American Flressclers'
assoelation took tip a tr•
which ran be wee, of infinite seers:.
to the general live Meek toteee*-•
Kentucky. Believing that a s(':
Infusion of thoroughbred Mood Is
factor of great imported,* els the I!,
provement of the breed of bosses
dieeermined to do for this state trh
the breeding bureau of the Jock'
club I. doing for New York. In
err county of the state where the
teems en desire ft
ventent location.
a majority of the pe,1•. its-
coat of any sort to them, a t tho-
bred istellion of desirable eon'
tion and posseseing other traits .•
particuisely snit Woo for the purp..
On vigil, The on?'y east ettaelting -
the service sill be a nominal- fee
of which ell: go to th. man at" •
place the **Mon Is kept, in ea,
of the expense cad trouble of his ea.
"The committee appointed by t:
Oreeders' Protective -amMeletios
terminal that the most feasible ear
ner in whicia this proposition aka !
taken up ie through the sionsbers •
the geserak trote_.ihe va
outs casettes. At their righest I a'
writing to you. They Maud ready •
do this service to their Mate and tir
bier all the expense of torniahiaa
these horses, provided the people
want them. It is to you and your
felkiw leglidatnra that they appeal
to learn the wishes of your cons;titu-
ents.'•
vie pieta, at a es.
Posstmester Robbed.
G. W Fouts, Postmaster at River-
ton, Is., nearly lost his life and was
robbed of all comfort, according to
his letter which says: "Por 20
years I had chronic liver complaint.
which led to such a severe ease of
Jaundice that even my finger nails
turned yellow: when my doctor pre-
scribed Electric Hitters: which cur-
ed me and have kept me well for 11
years." Sure cure for Biliousness.
Neuralgia. Weakness and all Stom-
ach. Liver. Kidney and Bladder de-
rangements. A wonderful tonic. At
ail druggisfs, 50 cents.
He Knew the Sound.
Falling asleep during a circus per-
formance at !Abate a Russian naval
tracer was soddenly awaltelied by the
artiste firing a couple of shots, and
thinking an attempt had been made
on his life by mutineers he drew his
revolver and fired twice at random
but no one was hurt.--London Daily
Mail.
Fortunate Mientieriaais.
"When I was a druggist. at LIP°
site Mn., writes T J. Dwyer, now of
Graysville, Mo., "three of my custo-
mers were permanently cured of
consumption by Dr. King's New Dis-
covery, and are well and strong t-
day. One was trying to sell tibt prop-
erty and move to Arizona, but after
using New Discovery a short rime he
found It unnecessary to do so. I re-
gard Dr. King's New Discovery as
the most wonderful medicine in ex-
istence." Surest Cough and Cold
enre and Throat and Lung healer
Guarsnteed by all druggists. 60c and
$1. Trial bottle free.
When your neighbor begins to
boast of his honesty it's up to you to
pet busy and put an extra bolt on
your hack door. .,
mummaimemmaimmemear
The Prices Below Will Be
Made Until Dec. 31, 1966
Gold Shell Crown, nk... 113.34)
Gold  _ 1 00
Silver Fillings._ .... ..... .50
Plate Fillings  -75
Bridge work and all grades of
plate work guaranteed. Painlete
extraction of teeth.
NOTICE
To Electric Light and
Power Patrons.
THE nature of the 'alternating
electric current supplying light
and  power is to be changed  very
shortly. This will effect all of our
customers having buzz fans and
small motors that are attached to the
same wires that supply light. If you
have either a small motor or buzz
fan we would thank you to advise us
immediately in order that we may
take the necealiary steps to adapt
your machine to the changed con-
ditions.
The Paducah Light and
Power Co.
"Seeing the Southwest"
EXCURSIONS
Lsouhtleret you have beard of the Bumper Crops which hae
been raised Ca.& joar in Arkansas. Louisiana. .Oklahoma, Indian
Territory. Texas and New Mexico. Rave you compared them
with results obtained In your section? Is your work where tollare, bringing yqu adequate returns for the cap,tal invested and the
labor expended? If not, a change would be. besenclal perhaps. .1
visit to the Southwest will open your eyes. Out In Oklahoma th.-
Illat big land opening is soon to take place: farms are still ver.
cheap la Western Arkansas, Northern Louisiana and the Gull
Coast of Texas. Let us give you full information about thee.'
iseetions. You will want to see them after you have examined flu-
ffiest ra ted literature. r
VERY LOW RATES, ONE WAY AND RETURN TRIP
to southwestern points first and third Tuesdgys each month
It Centre. List Na Pats. tint, Fnus
1St IL Lea. Sit Pass Veit SIN Mese
UM Nut Mt Imes, Ten.
Paul .*.A. Weever, Tray. Pasta. Agt.
ROCK ISLAND -- FRISCO LINES
Nimpheilles, Tents.
W. P. Parton, R. ROM?, P Pre Intel
Preeident, Cashier Assistant Cashlitt
Citizen'3 Savings Bank nc•,. 
Capital $100,000
Suipins.  50,000
Stock holders liability  100,000
Total Security to depositors $250,000
Accounts of individuals and firms solicited. We appreciate
small as well as large depositors and accord to all the same
courteous treatment.
- Interest Paid on Time Deposits
Open Saturday nights from seven to eight o'clock
Third and Broadway
TO LET
Several superior offices*, on second and
third floors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator and modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar offices---
double offices 'especially adapted for dentists.
American - German National Bank
227 Broadway
THE SMOKE HOUSE
222 Itirosetiss n y For winter or summer, Mrs. Ant-
tin's Pancake dour. At grocers.
DR. KING BROOKSoaNTIST
Mixt h and Firostielevesy
• 'L
4
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With Edged Tools
By HENRY BETON MERRIMAN
Author of The Sowers.' Roden s Censer," 'Press
  One Generation to Another " lbw 
Copyrtaht. 1894, by HARPER le BROTHERS
411111•11 011=11110•11111=11181111101111EMIR
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"II is a qiiestleu," she said gravely,
"whether any one has a right to pun-
ish a woman so severely."
The corner of Sir Jubu's mouth
twitched.
"I would rather punish her than
have Jack punished for the rest of his
"Et mot?" suapped Impatiently.
with a gesture Learned In
some foreign court-"1 can only ask
Your forgiveness. I eau only remind
you that she is nut your ilaughter -if
she were she would be a differeut wo-
man while he is my son"
Lady Cuntourtie nodded as if to lu-
dicate that he need explain no more.
"How did you do it'?" Abe asked
tittletly.
"I did not do It. I merely suggested
to Guy Oscard that be should cull on
you. Milliceut and her fiance-the
[odor- %%ere alone in the drawing moan
when we arrived. Thinking that
might be de trap, I withdrew and left
tie' .soung people to settle It among
thet selves, which they have apparent-
ly mel I am, like yourself, a great
mieseete for allowing young people
tu settle things among themselves.
They lire also welcome to their aujoy-
ment of the consequeuces so far as
I am concerned."
"But Without W as never engaged
to Guy (beard."
"Did she tell you so?" asked Sir
John, with a queer smile.
'And you believed her?'
"Of eouree-and you?"
filr John sealed his courtliest smile
'I always believe a lady." be an
*wetted; "before her titer Guy
Chscard gave it uut in Africa that be
was eugaged to be married. and be
glen declared thut tie was returning
home to be uiarried. Jack did the
Male in every respect. Unfortunately
Hoerr was only one fond heart waiting
for the couple of them at home. That
is why I thought It expedient to give
the young people Cu opportunity of
settling it between thetnisehee." •
The smile left his worn old face
We moved uneasily and- lesteett to The
fireplace, where he stood with his un-
steady hands moving idly, almost nerv-
ously. among the ornanieuts on the
mulitelpieee. He 4.os/emitted the rare
diee•oiesey of aimmit turning his back
upeo a lady.
• I oust ask you to believe," he said.
looking anywhere Put at her. "that 1
did not forget you in the mutter. I
may seem to have acted with an ut-
ter disregard for your feelings"-
Ile broke off suddenly, and, turning,
be stood on the hearth rug with his
feet apart, his hands clasped beiend
his back, his head slightly bowed.
"I drew on the reserve of an Old
friendship," he said. -You were kind
enough to say the other day that you
were indebted ti me to some extent.
You are Indebted to ate to a larger
extent than you perhaps realise. You
owe me Orly years of happiness; fifty
years of a life that might have beet)
happy had you decided differently
when-when we were younger. I do
not blame you now. I never teamed
you. But the debt is there. You know
my life: you know almost every .day
of it. Ypti cannot deny the debt. I
drew upon that."
And the white haired woman raised
beg hand.
"Don't," she said gently, "please
don't say any more. I know all that
your Me has been, and why. You did
quite right. What is a litpc trouble
to we, a little pasaIng Ineonveti-
lence, the tattle - of n few kite
tongues, compared with what Jack's
life is to yen? I see uow that I
ought to hare opposed it strongly in-
Mead of letting it take its coarse., YOU
are right; you always have been right,
John. There is a sort of eousolation
in the ,n4ilat: I like it. -1 like to
think that 3411 were always right and
that it was I who was wrong. It Con-
firms ray respect for you. We shall
get over this somebowece
"The young lady.- suggested Sir
John. "will get over It after the man-
ner of her kind. She will marry some
one else, let no hope, before her wed-
ling dress gore out of fashion."
"Millicent will have to get over It as
she may. Her feelings need scarcely
be taken into consideratien."
Lady Cantourne Made a Utile move-
ment toward the door. There was
ouch to see to; much of that women's
work Whit% makes wedding' the wild,
conflated eeremonlee that they are.
"I am afraid," said Sir John. "that
I never thought of taking them Into
consideration. Ali you know, I hardly
considered yours. I hope I have not
averdrawn that reserve."
He had emoted the room as he spoke
to open the door for her. His Illasers
were on the handle, but he did not barn
'it. awaiting bey **saver. She did tug
look at him, but pattseti him toward
the shaded lamp, arab that deter," to
fix her attention in some Inanimate
object whIAth iiiknerw of old.
-The reserve," he answered, "will
stand more than that. It hits accuinu-
latest, with compound Interest. lint I
deny the debt of which you shake just
new. There is no debt. I have paid it,
year by year, day by day. For each
one of those fifty years of unhappinells
I bate paid a year of regret."
Ile opened the door and plimsoll out
luto the brilliantly netted passage atal
down 'the stairs, where the sereanta
were waiting to open the door and help
her to her carriage.
Sir Juba did not go downstairs with
her,
Later on lie dined in his usual soli-
tary grandeur. He was 1111 carefully
dressed as ever. The discipline of his
household. like the deolpllue under
which be held himself, was uurelaxed.
"What wine is this," be asked, when
he land tasted the mutt
"Yellow seal, slr," replied the butler
confidently.
Sir John sipped again.
"It hi a nee lease Ise said.
"Yes, tilr. einst bottle of the lower
bin, sir."
Sir John nodded with an air of self
satisfactiou, lie was pleased to have
proved to himself anti to the "damned
butler," who had caught him napping
lie the library, that lie was still a young
luau in himself, with Reuses uud taste
uuluipaired. But his hand Wad at the
small of his back as he returned to the
library
He was not at all sure about Jack;
did nut kilow whether to expect him or
not. Jack did not always du what one
might have expecttel tem to do under
given circumstance*. And Sir John
rather liked him for it. Perhaps it
was that swell taint of heredity which
was in blood, and makes it Weiser than
water.
"Nothing like blood, sir." he was In
the habit of saying. "in homes, dogs
and men." And thereafter he usually
threw back hie shoulders.
The good blood that ran in his sews
Wail astir tonight! The eiclideute of the
lay had aroused him from the peace-
Minos. that Iles under a weight of
years (we have total the years one by
cue awl lay them aside before we Dud
le, and Sir John Meredith would have
eel- ea" Weigh? in 'Lie chili -were .It
not for -that earplug pain In his back.
He waited fur an hour with his eyes
almost continually on the clock. but
Jack never came. Then he rang the
bell.
"Coffee." he said. "I like puttetual-
tty, If you please."
"rhougbt Mr, Meredith might be ex-
pected, sir," murmured the butler
humbly.
Sir John was reading tbe evening
saissr.er appearing to read it. sit Itough
he bad mat LW glasses.
"Oblige we by refraining from
thought." he said urbanely.
So the coffee was brought, and Sir
John eonguined It In silent majesty.
While be was pouring out his second
cup-of a diminutive stee-tbe bell
rang. Ile set down the serer coffee
pot with a plebeian clatter. as If hls
serves were not quite so meet as they
teed to be.
It was not Jack, but a note from
him.
My Dear Father-circumstances have
necessitated the breaking riff of my vn-
gsgessent at 'the List moment. Tomo-
POW'S ceremony will not take place. As
dlat 11=11111ased iircumstances were
pertly your control, I need hardly
offer an enpianation I leave town and
probabiy Ifmgland tonight. I am. your
affectionate me JOHN MEREDITH.
There were no signs of haste or ow
composure. The letter wus neatly
written In the !somewhat large cane-
raphy, firm bold. ornate. which Sir
Jobb had infested on Jacket learning.
The stationery bore a club crest. It
was an eminently gentlemanly cone
municatitm Sir John read It and
gravely tore It up. throwing it into
the fire, where be watched it burn
Nothing was farther from his mind
(luau sentiment. He was not Entice
given to sentiment, this hard hearted
old sire of an ancient stock. He never
thought of the apocryphal die,' when
Me, Wins iskl is his grave, should ut
lust win the gratittade of his son.
"When I am dead and gone you may
be sorry for IL" were not the words
that any new abonid hear from his
lips.
More than once during their lives
Lady Cantourne bad said:
"You never change you mind. John."
referring to one thing or another. And
he bad invariably answered:
"Noe I am not the Dort of man to
change."
He had always known his own mind.
When be had been In a position to
rule be had done so with a rod of
iron. KM jellese• Illtd ever WI* in-
flexible. Jack had heel the Oilie,Per'
son who had ever qpmeiripplalla
desire. In - this, as In other islatipm,
his indomitable will had carried the
day. and in the moment of triumph it
Ii only tke weak who replue. Success
should have no disappointments for
the man who has striven for it If his
will be strong.
Sir John rather liked the letter. It
could only have been written by a
pas of his-adrietting nothleg, not even
defeat. But he was dasappplatad. He
had hoped that Jack wOialid Miesie-that
some sort of a recomillatioe, Would be
inteebed up. And somehow -the disap-
ptentaient affected ben pOysically. It
attacked him in the back and in-
tensieed the pats there. It made him
feel week and unlike himself. He
rang the bell.
"Go round," he twilil to the butler,
"to Dr. Dames' and ask him to call in
during the evening if he has time."
The twatier busied himself with the
coffee tray, hesitating, desirous of
glitinIng time.
"Anything wrong. sir? I hope you
are not feeling ill," he said nervously.
"III, sir!" cried Sir John. "Hang it,
no; do I look ill? Just obey my orders,
if you please."
• • • • • • •
(To he ('ontinuen.)
SUBSOIRIBR FOR TRU SUN...
GERMANY'S DUTY
ON OUR MEATS
Was Put In Force Last March
Against l's.
!nowt-teat les, slid Other Annoy.
seven to Contend Meth Refers-
It ke %teepee'.
el EAT IS DEAR AND SCARCE.
Washington, Nov, 2 f. - George
Marries, hood of the foreign depart-
ment of the Cudahy Packing coin-
pecy, calls attention to the fact that
there was a sharp advance in the
rates of duty on Amerkan pork pro-
duets in Germany on the let of Mareh
of this veer, which was dictated by
111, agrarian party. Bacon was ad-
yawed from 24) marks to 36 marks
per hundred kilos, which Is equal to
nearly 4 cents a pound, and the duty
upon the new beef products that art:
allowed entrance was more than
doubled, rh.e advance being from 17
to 31 marks, or from about I% to:ti%
tents per pound. This increased duty
with the hIgh orices of pork products
at home, due to the enormous de-
mands for 'home coneumption on se-
count of good times, will render it
very delicult to sell merit le Germany
"In addition to the high duties," said
Mr. Mande* "there are all sorts of
inaspection fees anti annoying regula-
tions at the frontier. We had an in-
stance the other day when a ship-
ment of ours of 210 half barrels of
lard watt held up on the mound that it
contained cotton need oil. We pro-
tested th-at the lard was ,pure, but
each and every. one of the 2541 pack
ogee was subjected to a chemtcal
analysis. The result wag that 24$
half barrels were passed and two were
rejected nod we tad to pay a 4411 of
175 for the chenriets• fees."
Mr. Matelots showed a Fetter he had
just received from (erdahy's agent at
Frienkfort, who says that "ail meat
Is very dear here and the large /KM*
of American bacon which we had on
hand has now vanished tato the in-
teriors of our poor labertwa,
am afraid tiave very little bigots 03
meat to idle on. Stren it they buy
Amerfi-an meats the duties and ex-
penses are co exorhitat that the re-
tailers are compeiled to ask thipmentee
prkes. Far exatnele American bacon
Is now retailed here at 1 mark pet
pound, which is egell to 25 cents."
Doctor's Clow- Call.
MaYfield, Nov. 21- - Dr John Pur:
year, of Wing°, had a call SaterdaY
n irh t. When beget to-Rern branch,
his pony sent over his head. The
current struck the buggy about (hi
sam3 time and' Dr. Puryear War
thrown out. It was eery swift and
the doctor was (merit' eroweed before
he was able to get out of the water
The boggy wee toned ,bout one-
fourth of a mile down the braneta
The pone was found with all the har-
ness gone. Dr Purytier also lost his
Instruments and medicines valued at
$50.
Cuba Is Bemires,
Havana, Nov 21. -In spite of the
filet that Governor Magma received
reports from the minter,' cc/mewed-
ers of 21 town.; that absolute Iran
quility reigns, there is a general
spirit of unrest abroad due to uncer-
tainty rewarding the future colors, of
the United States. The Liberals are
becoming more (restive under the in-
definite continuance of they interven
ten The Liberal leaders are clam-
oring that the Modetatee be ousted
and they are endeavoring to secure
the promise that elections wall be held
at the airtime possible moment.
Child Is Burned.
:May field, Nov, 21 - -As a result of
reel-eine upen the mantle piece at the
mutely poor farm Monday, Edward
Rictus, aged four years is horribly
burned from the neck down. Mr. C.
F. Ctavender, keeper of the farm, acid
hit daughter, *les Ta rth en le Ca rem-
me_der. w re al burned In their endeav-
ors to out the fire of the child's
burnt clothing There sees no one
In the room at the time the child's
drove caught fire.
A fool and hie money. are Peon
parted--and a Also man soon diem
and his he take went the lawyers
iteave. So take your eholee.
Mrs. Austin's Pancake flour is In
town—freslt-and delicious as ever.
lion Tablet. •sid • roes
OR.
all diseases of the LIsPe
atemselt ssd
Schenck Chemical Ca..
Gentlemen:-1 have used
your Daadellon Tablet.
and Pills mylkelf add hi My
tAn-oly with %cry gratify-
ing results, and have the
evidence of °Mc» who
ha,e used them, and all
pritlye (hen. They should
be 5, every family, for I
believe they.ar• an you i•tatm for them. As
a sueseter cathartic. and (or Kidney and
Liver itemises, als, Dishotee. I know of
nothing better. Tears truly.
flotroil. Mich Or 1 A. CLAMANT.
CALL AT DIM Mae los PI & Palkelt
W. D. NEMER/40N,
READ ALL THIS.
You Never Know the moment When
This listemasties May Prove of
Infinite Value,
••••••••1•••••••••••
It is worth considerable to any ett-
Don of Paslueali to know how to be
cured of painful' annoying and itch-
ing plies. Know then that Doan's
Ointment it, g posetive remedy for all
itch-them of the skin, for pilot, ec-
zema, etc. One application relieves
and soother Rend this teetiniony of
1M merit:
I.. B. ritzhagh, of 323 Jeffernon
street, dealer hi typewrittng ma-
ehines, says, "I am only too pleased
to rorommend Doerea Oirement, Any
remedy which elves sueh effective re-
lief as Dorm's Ointment tleeerres the
endorsenieet of the iinbhie. For
Ogle or ten Years I was a victim of
tills annoying trouble. and until I
Mortared Doan's Ointment at Alte%y
& List's drug store and used it
never rot erre permanent "
For sale by all dealers Price 50
fonts. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo,
Nes. York, tole agents for tie United
Stales.
Remember . the neme-
and take no other.
POOR QUALITY
l-t14.E PIE/PORTION 010 THE
DARK TOR A4 Yee
llama wed Twenty Per 1S•tio. Dorlag
lut,iber--Wheat and 1 net• salmi
—Lot* of 'tell,
, Frankfort, Ky., Nov. 21.-The fol-
lowing crop report for October le is-
sued by the department of agrIcult-
ire:
The wet weather prevailing in Sep-
'ember continned until the first wens
at October, ant] wheat seeding and
701'n gathering were Prevented. Since
then the weather has been Payorable
Ind this work has proceeded withotti
Interruption. The average of wheat
sown will be short, being $9 per cent.
ennpared to 190.5 That which was
40W11 early is coming lip IlleelY and
vitt favorable conditions a good stand
a indicated
The corn. yield will be kirge. being
^reed at 102 per rent compared to
1905, vehleh was also a large yield.
eorn is damaged from the wet street:n-
o and lack of senstilne, maturing
eadlY, and at least 20 per cent of the
•rop will be uneserelheatable
Winter eats: Theaerease will be
bort on title ralepelleileng fla per
eat compared vett 1905.
Aoreage on rye and bailee &boot
Ill to a41 average.
In the burley district, as also the
lark district, no improvement is
hoe a In coirditern of the tiliacto
'rot) A severe freeze occurred oa
Yerober IS sad found much tobacco
meet in the bold wile* wee a total
'ma. The damage oe burley from
various causes is eetitnated at It per
'Sot . and the estimate yield is only
;6 per cent
in the dark district, reports Indl-
ste that the crop is damaged 20 per
eat, and the percentage of yield is
ie per rent. A large perceotage of
tobacco crop will be of poor qual-
ty.
Meadows and pastures are good
tad all live stock In Sae r•ondition.
Very little disease exists among
ilprk, Enloe are tech and in good
temind
tabor very scares in all sections,
f."\TR)N BARBER DICE7Pee ARMY
Recruit WM Give No Five-Cent
Sharpe and Is Locked Up.
seolumbils, 0 Nov 21.— "Jack"
WcOonnaghan, an army recruit at
lie barracks, is a union barber, and,
')Ping true to his .principleft, Is in
he 'guard house. He refe8Pd to
have his fellow soldiers for a nickel
Ind cut their halr for a dirrut be-
'ante he would be cutting the union
*eel. Mcflonnaghan WAR called be-
fore the commanding officer and
severely reprimanded, hut he was ob-
Innate. repo. smeller must be shaved
'wire a week' and have his hair cut
once a month. The barber gets half
the proceeds, and, since there are
1,200 men and only two barbers,
'his Is a considerable item, which
-makes the post much sought after.
Rankhead Wants to Know.
Congresswomen Bookhead his writ-
ten letters to Alabama legislators
-taking whether they do not under-
stand hie indorsement In the senator-
ial primary as coning for his election
st the next ivession of the regular
term, if there is a vacancy.
Average Tobacco Yield,
Kentucky's average yield of tobac-
co per acre is put at 807 Invalids: the
emotition at Re per cent., in a state-
ment issued by the department of ag-
rletilture
.Every woman Is firmly convinced
that she earns the money every time
she purchases a dollar article for eg
Mits.
IANY RESPONSES
TO INVITATIONS
Child Labor Association Meets
With Encouragement.
Will Hold Cleo Regular Session at
Seelbach, 1,4411isSillir, on Decem-
ber Twelfth,
CIRCULAR. LETTER SENT OFT
The first meeting or the Kentucky
Child babor assoseation for the pur-
l:oat% of elm-hug oaken* for the year
will be held Wedneiday, December
12, at the Seelbaeh in Isunisville.
Hon, leruis P. Head Is chairman of
the tote-alive cammittese A eirenar
litter .s sent out by the committee,
with Coupon attached for membership
pledge. Z. A. Stewart, of Corbin, Is
secretary, and he receives applioations
for nierneerithip The comm•ittee re-
ports general response to the follow-
ing letter:
The Kentucky A ThIld Leber aStilOCia-
Lion, now under proems of organisa-
tion, will hold its floe annual meet-
eig at the Seelbach, laoilvvllie. KY..
iin Wednesday, Deeenaber 12, 19116,
at a hieh meeting your presence is
requested and desired. The object of
this meeting is to perfect the organe
tattoo, outline its sphere of work, and
to elect ptriaanent °Moos Arrange-
ments will also be made to file arti-
cles of incorporation.
The Kentucky Child Labor &slimes-
tiou is an outgrowth of the general
sentiment among the people of the
toutherai 'totes to serure better pro-
tection for their children, and to pre-
vent children of tender ages from
working in mines. inlets and other
places of employ mer t• where their
minds and borPes will become dwarfed
their morals degraded and their ideals
of kfe shattered.
It Is the object of this association
to bring about legislation to this end
which will be approved by both labor
and capital, and it Is desired that
ineaufacturers, bankers, lawyers and
other professional mete as well as
tabor leaders. Who fee: the rottenest-
belly of a higher ettisentehip tiptoe
them, isen yr11h 115 In this laudable
undertaking. The ehtldrett of today
are the adults of tomorrow, and to
them will soon be entrusted the ;tes-
t etles of our country. Who, then,
will deny that It behooves us en look
epee to their traentire. Ito* mental
and ifflyeloal, that she standard of ell-
izenalep may be raised, rather than
lowered, Won't you help us'
The Kentucky association will be
affiliated with the National. Child La-
bor committee. of New York, which
numbers among Ito members each eit-
izens as Grover Cleveland, Alexender
J Cassett, Cardinal Gibbons, (ark
Samuel Speneer, Wirillam H.
Taft, Felix Adler and others.
It will be strictly non-partisan, will
take as, part in and desire,'
to appeal to all eleseee of citizens who
are at a I ialeoested In this great
work Ladies will be especially wel-
come and are invited to address the
secretary
If you feel an interest in this work,
and whether you can meet with us in
Louisville or not, fill out the attached
coupon, and mail it at once to the
Meretury.
We should be pleated to have a
orsonel letter, also, making sugges-
tions, if any, and giving your opinion
of Si). work. Widespread interest
has 'been manifeeted already, and tole
the desire of the organizers to Make
the assoctaelon a success from . the
rtart.
Mr. Owen R. Lovejoy, secretary of
the National Child Labor committee.
of New York, will be present to as-
sist In the work of organization.
A dear girl is apt to make a poor
young man feel ebeee.
Stage carpenters make more hits
than do the high-salaried stars
NEW SIffiSCRITIERS.
List of new entoteribers Added by
the leme Teteldiralle Com-
pany today:
Rralln, C. H., e0C Ohlo.
2553--Mohuadro. C. R., '1371
South Third.
29:64 Moss, Carl. 723 South
Fourth.
2656-a--Roper, C. C. 309 Clem-
ents.
It1195-1Porkholder, T. H, 172e
Jefferson.
1.1k other commodities telephone
service should be paid for according
to Its worth and value.
We have in the ray over 3,000 sub-
&Tiber@ or five times as many ha the
Independent compaeY; outside the
city and within the county we have
f13 times as many subscribers as the
Independent company, Yet it will
place a telephone Is your residence
at the Same rate the Independent corn
laity is supposed to charge, and pro-
vide in addition, long distance facili-
ties which will ens-h)., you to reach
'fully fifty million people front your
home.
Cali 300 for further informatioe.
A Trite Saying.
It is a trite sayilie that es man
the stomach --puts it ,o Osier to tate
pure. rich blood- hey, tile liver end
kidneys to expel the truistic's frau* the
body and thus cure* both 11%er and kid-
ney troubles. If you take this natural
besot purifier and tonic, you will assist
your system is manufacturing each day
a pint of rich, Tee blood, that is inv*o-
rating to the brain and nerves. The
weak, aervone run- don a, debilitated
rendition which so many people suffer
from, is usually the effect of poisons in
the blood; it it' often indivatee by pimples
or bulls appearing on the skin, the Ism
become* hAeiit and the feelings "blue.*
Dr. Pierce's "Discovery" cures all blood
humors as well as beiug a tonic that
makes one vigiirous. strong and forceful.
It is the only medichei put up for sale
through druggists for like purposes that
contains neither alcohol nor harmful
babit-furminr driers and the only one,
every ingredent of which has the prides-
Sioual endorsement of the leading medical
writers of this country some of these
louder-einem, are published in tv little
book of totraete from standard medical
works and it ll be Seat ei any address
erre, on receipt of rilitest therefor by
letter or petal card, (leered tst Dr. K.
V. • "terve, Buffalo. N. Y. It it'll', just
what lir, ileerce's uiedicines are made of.
The"Words of Praise" for the several
Ingredients of a hich Dr. Pierce's medi-
elec. are composed, by leaders in all the
IlleVeral schools of medical practice, and
recommending them fur the cure of the
disease, for which the "Goiden Medical
reseuvery • is advised, 'Intuit' have far
Wore weigIst with the sick and afflicted
than any amoutit of the so-called -testi-
" so eentipicuously flaunted before
the public by those who are afraid La, let
the ingredients of which their neeicines
•re emnpeed be known. Bear lit mind
that the 'Golden Meet/ilk:le-more" has
K ICTHE SALOOM OF ONA,' on ev ery bottle
wrapper, in a full list of ingrediente.
Dr. Pierces Pleasant Pellets cure con-
stipation. invigorate the ever and regu-
late stomach and bowels.
Dr. Pierce's great thousand-page
*rated Common Sease Medical Advisee
will be seat tree. paper-bound„ fir l owe
sent stamps, or cloth-hound (or?! stamps.
Address Dr. Pierre as shove.
NOW is your theme to get you a
Christina% Tailor-wadi. Silk for a
Small s ttttt nett.
Stilts to order   ein and up
Overcoats to order  32.511
Pasts to 'order fia $1 and up
Dop't think you're getting botch
work The gnmi', ii r. cut richt and
math,' well by
SeilAIMON, The Popular Price Tailor,
• 113 South Third Street.
Old phone le 1(1 A
Don't forget my Cleaning and
Pt easing department.
The Iriehmaters Gallantry.
The ready wit of a true-born free-
men: however humble his station, Is
weeded ()ley by his gallantry, says
the Philadelphia Ledirer. A gust of
'send took a parasol out of the hands
of its owner. An Irlehnlen dropped
his hod of bricks, (Aught the pare
chute in the midst of its ascent ansi
presentee it to the owner with a bow
"Faith. ma'am," hit said, as he did
(so, "if you were so strong as you are
handsemie it wouldn't have got away
from you "
"Which shall I thank you for first,"
asked the lady. "the :service or your
compliment?"
"Troth, ma'am," said,, Pat, again
towelling a plates where once stood
the brim of a bat, "that took of your
leatitIffit eyes thanked tire for birth "
Love's young dream is apt to de-
velop Int.) a matrimonial nightmare
Expert Accountant
Will post, examilie, sys-
tematize and audit books by
the day, week or the job.
Terms Reasonalir
John D. Smith, Jr.
118 Wanly 14Sitlialt
e
D. H.
Baldwin & Co.
Manufacturers of
PIANOS and ORGANS
Bell on installments and
I take old instruments in
exchange,
DISTRIBUTING OFFICE
5 1 8 BROADWAY
E. P Bourque* tuner.
_
W MILLER &BRO.I ' 'ph. 1041-.
Nev.
Artistic
Picture
Framing
and
Wall
Papering
—at—
Sanderson & Co.'s
428 Bradlee!, Phone 1513.
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ICVANSVILLF:, PADUCAH AND
CAIRO LINZ.
(Incorporated )
Reemeetlie and Fudge-eh Packets.
(Daily h'xcept Sunday.)
Steamers Joe Fowler and Jobs &
Hopkins, leave Paducah for E-ans
vine and way landings at 11 a in.
Special excursion rate now in ef-
fect from Paducah to KvailltvIlle and
return, $4.UU. Elegant music on Ulf
boat. Table unsurpassed.
INITEAMIvii Melt FOWLER
Lougee Puttee!) for Cairo and way
legl_111.41._ a- AL Ik.ajp.44111-fit----
cept Sunday. Special ercusion rates
now In effect from Paducah to Celli
and return, with or without meals
and roorty'Good muale and table an-
suepassed.
For further information apply to
8. A. Fowler, General Pass Agent, or
Citron Fowler, City Pass. Agent, at
Fowler-Crumbaugh & Oo's oflole.
Both phones No. 33.
dr. -1601301 A 'ND eele at NEMER
KIVLR rackrer ooktrant.
!OR TENNESSEE Kiva&
-.0talpardw,
STEAD ER CLYDE
lathave Paducah tor Teerwearee Kira.
Every Wednevads) at 4 p. no.
A. W. WititiliT Masts.
NUOE"sK IttlliP.i$ON Clew*
This company Is not responsible
for invoice charges unless collected
by the clerk of the boat
KILLTsi ZOUCH
AND CURE THE LUNGS
"I Dr. Kul s
New Discovery
ONSUMPTION Pecs
FOR OUGHS and 50c & $1.00
Free Trial.
Surest ne kelt Cure for all
THROAT and LUNG TROUB-
LES, or MONEY BACK_
memo
NEW STATE HOTEL
D. A. Bailey, Prop.
MErROPOLIS.
Newest and best hotel in ths city
hates $2.00, Two large sample
700me, Bath rooms Electric
ignts The only centrally located
iotel in the city.
Csauercial ?streams Salicital•
DRAUGHON'S
guatiaks,
(Incorporated.)
PAINICA1,312-311 kunst psi eiteru Li
27 cAulexesie 15 SLI". eoeiTiOes as
oared or money itnl.tri41,1111 MAO teach gy
MAIL. Catalogue will Yr:divined you ti's
OdliaRrhou'• TRW FIRST -•
Henry Mailmen, Jr.
bested to Third aid tootocty
Book Binding, Hank Work, Legs
•ritl Librera Work a seseitealte
DR. HOYER
lison 209 Fraireit. Building
stiles Met 331-I, hoidens note 464
4B11111 L. IVEII, & CO
CAMPBELL BLOCK
Telephones: Office.s6e, Residence, yte
INSURANC E.
Illetwe.e""
a
•
•
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TIME TO SUBMIT
EVIDENCE GIVEN
Rehkopf Bankruptcy Case
Before Judge Evans.
la 111aos Allowed Flacti side on
Agrced .1lot  of Attila-us-yr in
the lase.
COMES UP MONDAY MORNING.
By agreement of attorneys on both
aides the attempt to for E. Rah-
itopf, persanyally, into bunkruptcy,
wan submitted to Judge Dian*. This
was the first matter acted on in the
federal court thia morning.
Attotoey J. C. Flournoy, repreomit-
ing the trustee in the matter of the
Z. Rehkopf Saddlery com 1)&0 , and
also interested in this bankruptcy
matter, made the motion.
Attorney T I.. Crice, reprettenting
the defendant: explained that on ac-
count of the death of his brother,
Hon. James Campbell, Sr., one of the
leaders of hie side, would be un-
able to take the case up today. The
count agreed and gave each side six
day* In which to submit evideooe.
Three days were given for rebuttal.
SAVES $15,255.49
DOES VOTIN( IACHINE IN CITY
(W INDIANAPOLIS.
Electkin
Half
(1st A hisont
in 13/6 Prectnets--Paye
for Itself At (lure.
Indianapolis, Ind., Nov. 21.--•A
predrrtIon made by County Commis-
sioner John McGregor "came true"
when County Auditor Cyrus J. Clark
drew a warrant on the county treat,
urer in favor of William B. West,
trustee of Center township, for 1111L-
537 41, say• the News The amount
represents the cost of the late elec-4
Boa, which Mr West will disburse
to the members of the 138 boards
which conducted the election In., as
many :precincts. Mr. McGregor's pre-
diction was that the use of voting
machines would reduce the root of
holding elections to $15.000. He
missed the exact cost less than $50.0.
Two ye-rs ago, which was a pres-
idential year, the cost of holding the
election was $29,792.90. Four years
ago, an "off year," the cost was
$25,079.0R,
AM' ERT114ING IDEAS.
We preoanie we have made adver-
tising pay or we would not he adver-
tising now - George Frost Co. Bos-
ton.
The daily newspaper is on speak-
ing term. ve.th every class of people
-West Superior. W1-., Telegram.
A business needs advertising quite
as much as plaints nerd air and sun-
shine --Philadelphia Hermit.
There is no bank too small, nor too
large, to be helped to judicious ad-
vertislog --Bankers' Review
Mame as Spelling.
When I WAS in England. before the
-entente cordiale." I discussed the
11,14414' +widen) with an grisel.ishman
The Enghoh systom of weights and
meatotres he adniittod. was complex,
but he said It was precisely becaase
9( Its inutimerable difficult:4.o that It
oonertittiasd a marveloust instrument
for making stipple tile young brains
wilech filled the Etigli-h !schools -
II Grimm, in Le Journal of Paris
This Is the seaorm of the year what
the ham-ball umpire is a rank out-
If a man takes too many eye-open-
Oat be I, ti n,I to his own intermits
Rex all Cold Tablets
- Lanais -
Camph. Monohrom.
Cinchona Su/.
Acitanahd. -
Podophyhin.
Sugar Milk.
Your family Doetor will tell
you this prescription is a good
one. Your money back it
they do not cure your cold.
McPherson's
Drug Store.
RIVER NIWN
Cairo
Chattanooga
Oncinuati  
Evanaville  
Florence  
Johnsonville
Louisville  
Mt. Carmel
Nashville  
Pittsburg  
Davis Island Dam--Missing.
St. Louis  9:0 0.5
Mt. Vernon  12.7 0.0
Paducah  23.5 3.4
River Stages.
  26.9
31.6
30.5
15.9
9.0
22.4
7.2
3.6
Z4.5
12.4
3.9
9.5
11.0
3.6
2.3
2.4
1.6
1:4
4/.0
rise
rise
rho
rise
rise
rims
rise
rise
fall
rise
rise
rise
rise
The gauge this morning register-
ed 23.5 a rise of 3.4 in 24 hours.
Rainfall 2.30 inches.
The John Hopkins and the Dick
Fowler were the only arrivals last
night. The John Hopkins arrived at
G o'clock from Evansville and left
at 8 o'clock for the same point. The
Joe Fowler is today's packet.
The Buttorff was taken out on
the ways yesterdaly afternoon. When
the s:ight repairs are completed, the
Buttorff will re-enter the ('umber-
land river trade. The Bob Dudley
did not return from Nashville as per
schedule last night, but the officers '
came over this morning by rail to go
on the Bottorff.
Government Inspectors Green and
St. John are in the city inspecting
  boats today. This morning
the Dunbar was iropected and later'
the Scotia. The Dunbar could not get
away last eight on account of the
inspection today.
The Clyde le at the wharf today
ready to leave for the 'Tennessee
river this evening at 6 o'clock.
The rains which are•playing such
havoc with railroad tracks are mak-
ing the steamboat schedules better.
The Dick Fowler left a little late
for f'• I ro this morning fair
1
 
bad-weather trip.
Herbert Boyd :eft the Clyde yes-
terday as second engineer to take
his old berth on the Fred Hartweg.
In the same position. Lee Patmore
went On the C:yde in the vacant po-
sition.
The Henrietta left for the Cum-
berland river after ties today.
Of theAyer-Lord boats, the Mar-
gret went up the Tennessee river
after a tow, and the ..lim Duffy left
on the same business for the Cum-
berland river.
At the dry docks this morning.all
bands were engagrd'in seeuring that
outfit to the shore. The river is get-
ting near to the north end of the
Paducah lee corn pa We plant on
First street.
The river was practically clear of
driftwood today, the wind which
came up last night, having driven it
into the woods on either side.
The pumpkin ft probably have ta-
ken the same route.
The steamer Mary Michael. one
of the boats -which took the wild
runaway trip Sunday night, Is still
tied up to the bank below the Illi-
nois incline.
The old wharfboat broke a chain
last night holding it to the upper
wharfboat. This old boat may be
expected to sink or break away at
any time.
ILLINOIS C1ENTRAL R. R. EXCUR-
SION BULLETIN.
Mexico City, Mex.- American
Public Health Association: Dates of
sale Nov. 22 to 28, 1906, Inclusive
Return limit 60 days from date of
sale. Stop-overs going and return-
ing at points as are authorized on
winter tourist tickets. Round trip
rate $62.
For further particulars apply to
J. T. DONOVAN; Agent, Paducah.
Ky.
R. M. PRATHER, T. A.. Union Da
DoL
GIFTS
For wedding, anniversary or
birthday in fine Silverware
is a life-long possession. We
are showing at present some
new and very handsome de-
signs in Table Silver, Hand-
Painted China, Cut Mass,
at prices that will interest
you.
A 10 per cent discount for
the next 10 days.
Official clock adjuster for
the government building.
J. L. Wanner
_A
NOTrifliER 21.
'BELVEDERE PLANS
FOR ENLARGEMENT
Contemplates Rearrangement
Of The Interior
Move Dining Room Downstairs and
the Elevator is, Front of
House.
WILL INCREASE THE CAPACITY.
Its-arrangement of the interior of
the Belvedere hotel is contemplated,
which will give that hotel a capacity
of 50 rooms. The present capacity
is 25 rooms. With the annex, being
hula zeroes the street, the Belvedere
will have a capacity of 48 rooms.
The rt.-arrangement con temmiated
will involve the removal of the eleVa-
tor to the front of the building.
bringing the dining room downstairs,
and building new rooms whore the
dining room at present is located.
The bar will not be moved from its
present location, though changes in
its arrangement may he made. The
office vriN he either in the front of
the building downstairs, or in its
Present location. It is desired to
utilise that space now occupied by
the long 'hallway downstairs. The
temoval of the elevator to the front
of the building whore the stairs no*
are, would permit a re-arrangement
In the roar creating space for more
rooms, for kitchen and lavatory
With the dining room downstairs.
It is expected that the trade will be
much larger. At prompt the cafe is
popular aid its patrons are In-
creasing.
An architect will go over the build-
ing today to see if the changes de-
sired are practicable The sieseeseti
change, will make the Belvedere
thoroughly modern and increaos Its
capacity- In every way. The ro-av-
rangement would require several
months la cotopieooa and the cost
noeld run up into the thousands.
ILLINOIS COAL oirrpuT 114 RICH.
State Second In Rank With Yield of
510,577502 In 1Q05.
Washington, Nov. 21 --The total
production of coal during 1905 In Illi-
nois was 38.434.363 abort tons, with
a spot value of 940,577.592 accord-
ing to a report by E. W. Packer, of
bhe Visited States geologies) survey
still ranks neat to Pennsylva-
nia in the production of coal.
The production in West Virginia
in 19.05 was 37,791.680 short tone.
The report says the exptietation is
that the returns for 1944 will show
West Virginia to be the second coal
producing state in the Union from the
fact that the Illinola mines have suf-
fered from a shut-down Fast spring.
while those of West Virginia for the
most part were kept going continu-
ously.
The Illinois coal mines in 19415
'gave employment to 59,053 men, who
worked an average of 201 days. The
records show that 15,219 moo were
on strike during the year and lost an
average of 21 day, each. The larger
number of mines in Illinois work
their men eight hours a day
During the fiscal year 19415 there
were 199 fatalities In the 1111M:its
mines, and 535 men were injured
Premature blasts or windy shots were
the principal causes for the fatal ae-
cidents
MISSIONARIES LEAVE.
Will Visit In New Orleans and Mo-
bile for Several Weeks.
The Rev. and Mrs. John L. Stuart
and son, Rev. Warren Stuart, who
have been visiting Dr. D. T. Stuart
is this city, will leave the last of the
week for Mobile and New Orleans,
where they will visit en route to
Ran Francisco. The Rev. Warren Stu-
art will sail In December from San
Francisco for China, where he is a
missionary of the Presbyterian
church. The Rev. and Mrs. John Stu-
art will not return to China for sev-
eral Months. They have made many
friends here during their visit to
Dr. Stuart and their going will he
regretted. They were entertained at
dinner today by Mr. and Mos. Claude
Russell and Mrs. M. E. Ham of North
Sixth street.
Metal Wreaths.
We have Just received a large sup-
ply of metal, wreaths and anchore
very fibe (1. I,. Brunson .& Com-
pany, 529 Broadway.
Joy is gold picked up in the path
of helpfulness.
Pain Is the price of all deep pleas-
ure.
Henderson people have renewed
Clamors for new court house.
Jeweller and Optioisan Court of appeals holds
III BOOM MOM 111 debt not I•gal,Obligation.
gambling
ilbeastriebal Notes
Interest in Mire Grey.
Popular interest in the marvelous
performance of Miss Ruth Grey at
the Kentucky theater continues to
Increase and big houses greet het
nightly in her demonstrations of her
mystic art. She answers questions
apparently Impoosible to reach her
through the senses, and her answers
show a divination beyond ordinary
comprehension. The audiences are
mystified and delighted. Today, to-
morrow and Saturday matinees are
given at popular prices.
Anther Dunn.
One of the gala attractions of the
month will be the appearance OD
Monday night of the favorite little
comedian. Arthur Dunn, In a new
and original musical comedy, enti-
tled "The Little Joker" written ex-
pressly for him, by Herbert Hall
Winslow. Mr. Dunn, who has
achieved success in any part In
which he was east, will he remem-
bered more easily, by our theater-
goers, from his appearances here
two seasons ago In "The Runaways"
in which play he was particularly
successful. In "The Little Joker"
Mr. Dunn has a part that fits him to
perfection, both as regards his di-
minutive size and his well known
protean abilities. There will be a
supporting company of exceptional
merit and a chorus of singing and
dancing gFrls that writ surely create
a furore of admiration, when they
appear.
Coming Again.
The DePew-Burdette Stock com-
pany, which played to exceptional
business in Paducah as short time
ago, comes to The Kentucky for four
nights starting Tuesday. November
21,..,wIth a Thanksgiving znatieee.
The repertoire to be presented here
it "A Man of Mystery." "When the
Toll," "A Quaker Tragedy."
"A Homespun Heart" and "A Mon-
tana Outlaw." The vaudeville num-
bers will be augmented by the fa-
mous Wheeler sisters the child
sketch artists Mt& make their first
appearance In Vlilliseak. aid Aivade,
the oriental juggler sad magician.
New Melaka! coaseny Given.
Roisbeet or. N. Y.. Nov. 21.--The
new muelest eomedy, "The Grand Mo-
gul," by Frank Pixley and Gustav
Lusters, wee presented for tbe first
time on the stags last eight and was
declared a suec4ka. ,Klaw & Erian.
ger, the prodireeri, have provided •
company of more than 100 people,
headed by Frank Mouton and Maude'
Lilian Berri. The play comprises
three arta. The first represents the
royal palace at Honoluki. the second
the throneroom of the Grand Mogul
of lode in the Philippine Wanda, and
the third a fortified courtyard sur-
rounding the palms.. The first at-
tempt to present an accurate repre-
fentation of the Hawaiians on the
stage is made in the first art. Frank
Moulan plays the role of Washington
Barger from San Franclitro. who
turns up In Houolalti as a 00OP Pod-
IlKer. lie becomes mixed tip in
series of comic complications whi,
involve the escape of a captive bai-
loon. which carries the story and char
acters to the Island of Inde. Here,
,ap a heaven-sent ruler, his efforts to
lpovern cause hasmoroue. confusion.
There are twenty-one mintiest num-
bers. Mr. Moulan, Miss Berri, Geo.
I. Moore, W. H. Maeart, John Dune-
mutt., Carrie Reynolds and FAilth St.'
(lair made individual bits.
 --
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
Palmer: T. E. Mathews, Brad-
ley, Ill.; E. J. Grist, St. Louis; John
V. Gillaspy Philadelphia; H. Wright
lAwrenreburg. Ind ; J. J. Fahey.
Louisville; James Dempster, Lynn,
,Mass.; J. J. Saunders, Louisville:
IA. L. Bates, New York; Edward
'Morgan, Louisville; F. Learaello
Cincinnati; D. .e. Taylor, St. Louis;
K. C. Bayne, Detroit; J. A. Phillips,
Evansville, Ind.; J. H. Quigley, Oma-
ha, Neb.; N. G. Wisehart, Hasel; G.
M. Green, Nashville.''.
Belvedere: L. Caritlre. Cincinnati:
L. D. Van Laningham, Evansville:
U. Fertlzler, St. Lonis; J. M. Mar-
tin, Philadelphia: C. A. Kinclerman,
Chicago; (1. F. Jones, Pittsburg: J
F. Loftus Evansville.
LEE LINE STEAMER
Steamer Georgia Lee
Leaves Memphis Novem-
ber 21 for Louisville, Evans-
ville, Paducah; Cincinnati
and all way points.
Through rate to Helena,
Vicks)surg and Pine Bluff,
Ark., arriving Paducah Sat-
urday, November 23th.
0. F. PHILLIPS. Agent
Both Phones 1155-A.
MR. SPEAKER HEAD
WOULD SOUND WELL
McCracken County Man Sug-
gested For Honor.
In the Event' Governor Hes-kis/on
Convenes Legislature in Spe-
cial Session.
SAID TO BE CONSIDERING IT
Talk of a special session of the
legislature will not down, and it in
now said by friends of the adminis-
tration, that Governor Beckham is
only ascertaining the stand the lev
slatute will take on the quest:or
before making the call. It Is said i• •
has a plan for drastic measures fi,
nailing down the Louisville "lid
outlined but will not convene tl.
legislature until he knows what w1.1
be done with his plan.
In the event the special session is
convened, a speaker of the low,',
house will have to be elected, •
Speaker Lawrence resigned to it
rept the adjutant-generalship. T •
logical thing, of course, will be '
choose his successor from the First
district, and Hon.. Louts P. Head has
been mentioned for the honor. It is
understood that he has been alike!
to be a candidate.
Will Be Matra Session.
Fraokfort, Nov. 21 -That there
sill be an extra session of this '
isture everybody believe..
will protsebly be called to
January 1", Exactly what iiue irg
biture be asked to do, boweve
nobody knows, hut it is said that t'
prows= yin not include ane-erhatie
in the pollee management of Lou -
rule. The most probable plan is
etre an courts Power to Pars on
infraction's of the law and to can
saloon licensee for violations of th
law
Modern Weesdnaen Meeting.
Combined Paducah camps of Mod'
ern 1A'oodnaen held a big Enuottng last
night. Thirty-nye candidate* were
initiatedfinto the mysteries of wood-
craft. Many visiting Woodmen were
present.
After the meeting a smoker and
refreehments were enjoyed.
Rotund after round is the way th,.
a.cends the 1.idder of fame
Che Kentucky
BOTH PROS ES 54$4,
MONDAY Night! Novi 26
The Best Little Comedian
Of them :ill
Arthur Dunn
: In the New Musical Lkonedy
"THE LITTLE JOKER"
lisrtsilld
With 25 of the prettiest cho-
risters in the world.
New Music
New Costumes
New Production
Seats on sale Saturday 9 a. m.
Prices andr, MSc, 50e, 71k, $1, $1.51)
RETURN OF THE FAVORITES
4 rIPAHRTI-TiqG
Tuesday, Nov. 27
Thanksgiving Matinee
The
DePew -Burdett°
Stock Company
Tuesday nignt7-"The Eon of Mys-
tery."
Wednesday night - "A Quaker
Tragedy."
Thursday night-"When the Bells
Toll."
Thursday matinee-"A Homespun
Heart."
Friday night-"A Mountain Out-
law."
EXTR A rst 'appearance here
of the famous child sketch lutists,
the Wheeler Sisters and Al ViUle,
oriental magic:Ilan.
L.A1D1ESS PRUE Tuesday
night under the usual conditions.
-1111111•0111\.
Se
CaOreaDI lea.
Is. Illuuse apprith.-taier
_.•
A CRAVENETTE COAT
Is a mighty useful coat to own these wet, days.
Yesterday it:larked the beginning of Paducah's ;‘,Rainy
Season" and every man, whether exposed to the •
weather much or little, should take thought for his
health. On the principle than -an ounoe of preven-
tion is worth a pound of cure," a eravenette coat
.---abeitid-eetee first in thespitucrrhur--Tntintheolntely
on the safe side as regards quality, we sell nothing
but the
Genuine Priestly Cravenette
For the manufacturer's guarantee every garment
bearing their label to be positively water-tight. Now
when von are buying, don't "go it blind," but look
for the trademark which every Priestly garment bears
and which means satisfaction to you: "CRAVEN-
ETTE." These (stints combine all the grace end ele-
gance of cut and fabric which are shown in up-to-date
overcoats; you can have a form tracing back if you
like. The prices are from
$10.00 to $30.00
•slaa,r,:;1  11"-'
409-ma 11110Alarne
Her 
SHEET MUSIC SALE EXTRAORDINARY
.500 pieces Copyright Music, sold for 25e, Toat.........__ _______ _......
300 pieces Copyright Music, worth 25c, 
_ 1 OCat . ______
500 pieces Popular and Classical Favorites, 12cworth 25c, at _ .
50 Folios of Music, with 10 to 23 pieces in each,
at. 
Never Again at These Prices and Only Until Nov, 30
Each assortment contains both songs attil instrumental
numbers. Better "get in" on this offer.
11 E. WILSON, the Book and Music Man,
At Harbour's Department Store.
•
EDGAR W. WHITMORE
Real Estate Agency.
FREE REAL ESTATE PRICE LIST
Fraternity Building. Both Phones 835
SUBSCRIBE FOR THE SUNJ
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